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• ROTC
UMaine reacts to gay cadet's ROTC disenrollment
History repeats itself with ROTC debate
Neal Snow at the Speak Out protest Monday. (Kiesow photo)
By Melissa Adams missal of Snow is in violation of
the University of Maine's non-dis-
cnmination policy, which statesThe dismissal of University of students may not be discnminatedMaine Air Force Cadet Neal Snow upon or lose access to any programhas sparked a barrage of media because of, among other things,attention and public opinion over their sexual preference.the Defense Department's gay dis- In a press release issued Mon-crimination policies, as well as their day, the university said they "strong-place on an academic campus. ly object" to the dismissal of SnowUniversity community reac- and believes "the policy being ap-tion has ranged from outrage over plied to Cadet Snow violates its (thethe Defense Department's poll- university's) non-discriminationcies and the university's suggest- policy and interferes with Cadeted tolerance of them, to the ad- Snow's access to a university-basedvocacy of the total removal of the educational opportunity."three RO FC programs from the The release also states the uni-UM a i ne campus. Commcn versity recognizes its options toground was reached between the challenge the program "may betwo sides on one point— the sup- inhibited by its legal obligations toport of Cadet Snow and his access the Department of Defense as ex-to the program, pressed in the land grant charter,"Snow. a senior psychology but vows not to limit the pursuit ofmajor from Sebago. was in his its options and a resolution of thefourth year of the Air Force ROTC conflict.program when he told his corn- The ROTC, its discriminationmanding officers on Sept. 21 he policy and their place on campuswas gay. 
are not new arguments to the na-According to U.S. Defense tion or the University of Maine.Department regulations. Snow- The fact that the university is awho was contracted to the Air Force land-grant institution with charterand scheduled to become a corn- obligations only complicates mat-missioned officer upon gradua- ters further.tion-i s currently being di senrolled The University of Maine wasfrom the program.
The Defense Department' s dis- Sec ROTC on page 19
Staff Writer
• ROTC
Snow, supporters
By Nicole Austin
Staff Writer
A speak-out rally was held yes-
terday in front of the Memorial
Union to support Air Force ROTC
Cadet Neal Snow's decision to re-
veal his homosexuality to his su-
perior officer'.
Students, faculty and adminis-
trators spoke out regarding Snow'sdissmissal from the ROTC pro-
gram.
"My name is Neal Snow. I'm
an Air Force ROTC cadet. I'm
president of the Senior Skull Soci-
ety. I'm an APO brother and I'm
also gay," he said.
out about ROTC anti-gay policy"I'm here for the students. The
university has supported me all the
way so far, but it's the students I'm
concerned about," Snow said.
Snow said he wanted students
to undei stand why he had chosen
to speak out about his sexuality.
"I'm tired. Really tired of the
hiding, the lying, the stereotypes,
• Speaker
Germany's consul general
addresses country's strugglesBy Joe Sampson
Staff Writer
Walter J. Gerhardt, consul gen-
eral of the Federal Republic of
Germany, addressed a gathering
of students and faculty in the Me-
morial Union's Bangor Lounge
yesterday.
Gerhardt, who has been in Ger-
many's foreign service since 1959,
addressed questions about econom-
ic and political status, as well as
neo-nazism and the country's re-
unification struggles.
He said he has "found it much
easier to talk during the last three
years,-
 since the unification of the
two Gerrnanies.
However, he also said the uni-
fication had produced some crises.
especially in the political and eco-
nomic areas.
"Nobody had foreseen the mag-
nitude of (the) problems of merg-ing the two entities that had been
so different," Gerhardt said.
Among the problems that have
occurred since the unification are
unemployment and economic stag-
nation, especially in what was for-
merly East Germany.
According to Gerhardt. indus-
trial production in what was East
Germany is down by two-thirds in
the last three years. which is put-
ting a large strain on the economy
of the former West Germany.
He also talked about the prob-
lems dealing with the Maastricht
See CONSUL on page 13
the homophobia, being alone, ig-
norance and I'm tired of being told
what I can and cannot do,-
 he said.
Some of Snow's supporters
spoke about what they felt as
hipocracy on the part of the uni-
versity.
"All across this campus there is
not a single institute which is con-
trolled by one outside organiza-
tion," Ethan Strimling, Maine
Peace Action Committee member.
said.
The religion courses are not
controlled by the Pope because that
would be one-sided. The business
Sec SPEAK OUT on page 13
Walter Gerhardt, consul general of the Federal Republic orGermany. (Sampson photo.)
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• Museum to observe anniversary of Nazi rocket
WorldBriefs • Bush may testify in Marcos' family's defense
• Two helicopters collide near Niagara Falls, killing one
11111•1111MIIMINIIIMI=W 
• World War II
Nazi rocket anniversary to be observed
1 BERLIN k A museum director said Tuesday he's going ahead with eventsmarking the 50th anniversary of the Nazis' V-2 rocket, even though a major
ceremony has been canceled.
After the ceremony was disavowed Monday by the German government, its organizers
called off the event scheduled for Saturday at the Peenernuende testing site in northern
Germany.
Nazi troops fired V-2 rockets at London, Antwerp and other targets during World War
II, killing thousands of civilians, and the plans for Saturday's ceremonies at Peenemuende
prompted an international outcry.
Germany's opposition Social Democratic Party demanded the resignation of Erich
Riedl, the Economics Ministry official who had been a co-sponsor of the canceled
ceremony.The opposition party called Riedl a "lobbyist for Germany's arms industry."
Peter Profe, head of the small museum at the Peenemuende testing grounds, said four
days of discussions, readings and film showings about the V-2 will start Thursday.
"This is not a ceremony," Profe told The Associated Press. "We never wanted to
celebrate the V-2, but rather pay tribute to the start of outer space travel."
He said the events will show both the good and bad sides of the V-2. Nazi scientists made
the first successful firing of a V-2 on Oct. 3, 1942.
The technological breakthroughs of the V-2 paved the way for travel in outer space, after
the rocket's murderous military use by the Nazis.
-There are no bad rockets," Profe said. "There are people who either use or misuse
rockets."
He said he did not know whether any state or local government officials would attend
• Accident
Sightseeing helicopters
collide, killing one
3 NIAGARA FALLS, Ontario (AP) — Two sightse-eing helicopters collided near Niagara Falls on Tues-
day, one plunging into the gorge below and the other
managing to land at a theme park, police said.
WEBR radio in Buffalo, N.Y., reported one person was
killed.
Ambulances were sent to the site. inspector Bill Bowie of
Niagara Region police said. The coroner was also called.
It was not immediately known if the helicopters were
Canadian or American. The falls straddle Ontario and New
York state.
The collision occurred near Horsehoe Falls shortly after
lunchtime, and one of the helicopters fell into the Niagara
River gorge, Bowie said. The other copter apparently landed
under its own power at the nearby Marineland and Game
Farm, he said.
Two weeks ago, a Niagara Falls member of Parliament,
Rob Nicholson, said too many planes and helicopters were
flying over the falls, raising fears of air traffic safety.
The Conservative introduced a bill in the House of Com-
mons that would restrict helicopters and light aircraft flying
lower than about 2,300 feet over the falls.
"People.. .(are) calling for increased control of the con-
gestion over the falls," Nicholson said at the time. "Residents
are also rightly concerned about.. safety."
• Impeachment
Brazilian president may
be impeached
BRASILIA, Brazil (AP) — In a last-minute pro-4 cedural victory favoring those who wani Fernando
Collor de Mello stripped of the presidency, lawmak-
ers deciding on his impeachment must announce their votes
The vote, expected to begin tuesday, could last up to
seven hours as each of the 503 members of the Charaber of
Deputies steps up to a microphone to cast his or her vote on
whether Collor should be impeached.
A congressional investigation found that Brazil's first
freely dected president — who ran on an anti-corruption
platform — received millions of dollars from a slush fund
administered by his former campaign treasurer.
• Court case
Bush might testify for Marcos' son
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Ferdinand Marcos' son said Monday his fami,,2 may try to subpoena President Bush as a defense witness in appealing a federal court
ruling which could award millions of dollars to torture victims.
"We will appeal and we have very high hopes," Rep. Ferdinand Marcos Jr., the late
president's only son, told reporters.
"It opens up a sticky legal question. Will we have to subpoena people like Bush, who
at one time described President Marcos as an upleAder of democracy?"
The case against Marcos was filed by groups representing up to I0,000 Filipino
dissidents who were jailed or tortured or who disappeared during his 20-year rule.
A verdict in U.S. District Court in Hawaii last Thursday held that Marcos' estate was
liable for damages.
A separate trial must be held to fix the amount of damages. Marcos lawyer... say they will
appeal.
Marcos died in exile in Hawaii in 1989, more than three years after he was ousted in the
popular uprising that installed Corazon Aquino as president.
Separate from the appeal, lawyer Oliver Lozano said Monday that at the instruction of
Marcos' widow, Imelda, he filed a $20 million countersuit against victims who won the
class action in Honolulu.
"She personally asked me to file" for damages. Lozano said.
"Apparently there is no other purpose than to malign and blacken the memon
Marcos, he said of the dissidents' lawsuit.
Lozano said he filed in a regional court in suburban Makati and would call President
Fidel Ramos as a witness. He said he would try to prove that human rights abuses under
WOrieDigest
0 Angola
ArnIN tries to calm fears
•
Al 1,11 —41-; •Lions tpcpn
5 LI JANDA, Angola (AP) — Hours before Ango-la's first free elections began Tuesday, the command-
ers of a new united army were installed to calm fears
of renewed violence between former civil war enemies.
"The process is irreversible, the soldiers will not accept
a return to fighting," said Gen. Arlindo Chenda Pena, a
former rebel leader who on Monday took command of the
united army with his one-time foe, Gen. Antonio Franta.
At the same time, however, a leading official of the
former rebel group UNITA accused the government of
planning to rig the two-day vote.
UNITA Secretary-General Paulo Al iceres Mango told a
news conference that his party would not accept the election
result unless it judged the voting free and fair.
His claims were refuted by Margaret Anstee, the British
head of a United Nations team monitoring the election.
• Raid
Guerillas raid Israeli
militia post, killing
seven soldiers and onc.
U.N. peacekeeper
NABATIILi-1, Lebanon (AP) — iranian-backev.'
guerrillas raided an Israeli-allied militia position in
southern Lebanon Tuesday and, while withdrawing.
killed a U.N. peacekeeper in a firefight, security sources said.
The victim belonged to the Irish battalion of the U.N.
Interim Force In Lebanon. The sources said he was killed at
a checkpoint near the village of Jmaijmeh, north of Israel's
self-proclaimed "security zone."
Lebanese police and sources inside the security zone
said seven other people were killed and seven wounded in
the pre
-dawn assault by Shiite Muslior guerrillas. The raid
provoked four hours of massive retaliatory bombardment.
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• Lecture
Lecture focuses on recent
changes in Taiwan
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
Taiv-an is a country four-tenths the Sile
Of Maine with a population 20 times larger.
A panel discussion Monday addressed many.
of the differences between the two cultures
as part of the university's "Focus on Tai-
wan."
James Wen-Chung Chang, director gen-
eral of the Coordioation Council for Amer-
ican Affairs in Boston spoke on "The Re-
public of Taiwan: Modern Nation. Tradi-
tional Roots." The council is responsible for
providing cultural, political and economic
information on Taiwan.
The discussion began with a film. "The
Many Faces of Taiwan," which included in-
formation on Taiwan's economy and culture.
as well as its beautiful landmarks and scenery.
It provided an interesting look into the
two distinct parts of Taiwan; its bustling
cities and the rural farmlands.
The theme of the discussion was the
diversity of Taiwan. which has undergone
an "economic miracle- in the past several
fairs.
Chang said the environmental move-
ment is growing quickly in Taiwan. and that
controversial fishing practices will he phased
out by next year.
Hampden resident Vivian Yeisley served
in the army. in Taiwan from 1952 until 1959.
He said he was shocked at the changes he
saw in the film, compared with the way he
remembers Taiwan.
"The l'ai wan you showed and the one I
know are so different. It's night a d day -
like walking into a new world," Yeisley
said.
He said he remembered oxen-driven cars,
primitive rural housing and a greai deal of
undeveloped land. All of that has changed
greatly in only 40 years.
('hang talked 3 great deal about an even-
tual reunification of Taiwan and China. He
said he is hopeful that eventually the two can
be reunited, despite the political differences
and hostilities which still linger.
He said the reunification would he much
different and much smoother than the one
Germany is currently undergoing.
"No one knows what
We are hopeful
reunification soon
will happen in China.
that there will be
." —James Chang
decades, yet has still retained its rich tradi-
ticnal background.
Chang discussed how much his country
has changed since World War 11 and how it
is still undergoing changes. especially,' in its
economy and agriculture.
"Ninety five percent of the land is owned
by the farmers," Chang said. "These small
portions are not very good for large and
expensive machines and equipment. We are
now considering encouraging farmers to
combine land and use this more efficient
machinery."
He also discussed a problem similar to one
found in the U.S.. wheie the younger genera-
tions are losing interest in the farms and mov-
ing to the citis. However, he said it is possible
to attract them back to farming, which is an
important part cf Taiwan's economy.
"New agricultural types and technolo-
gies attract the younger generation," said
UMaine professor of agriculture Hsaing-
Tai Cheng. "Rice no longer uses 80 percent
of the arable land. Diversification is the key
to our future."
Other members of the panel included
Shuh-Kuen Chen and Frank S. Chang, both
from the Council for North American Af-
I Sponsored by UVACClasses Starting ^ ct. 3.
I Registration at UVAC Office in Cutler Health Center
Office Hours: ivi-W-F 9:30-10:30 & by appointment.
I $15 includes book.
Groups also welcome.
Call for info - 581-3995
"in Germany. one of the systems failed.
Here, both parts are much stronger. The gap
is much closer, especially economically, and
it is increasingly narrowing," Chang said.
He said relations are growing greatly be-
tween the two countries. Tourism is increas-
ing, and a limited number of people, mostly
family members. are now being allowed to
immigrate from one country to the other.
He cited another example of the increased
cooperation, where a group of 18 journalists
from China were allowed to enter Taiwan
for a week.
"We -.'ant them to tell the mainland what
Taiwan is all about," ('hang said. "That is a
step in the right direction."
As for reunification, Chang said he can-
not predict how long it will take, but said he
is optimistic it won't be too far away.
"No one knows what will happen ir
China." ('hang said. "But no one predict&
the Berlin Wall to crumble so soon either
We are hopeful that there will be reunifica-
tion soon."
The panelists are accompanying the Chi-
nese Goodwill Mission Troupe. a group of
20 students from Taiwan, who are touring
parts of the United States
Classes
ALISON BROWN "DOLLAR" BILL
OCTOBER 5. 1992
8:00 PM
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Maine
S8 - UM =DENT /FACULTY/STAFF
$10 - GENERAL PUBLIC
FOR TOM] 'N CALL 561-1425
0 Presented by The memoncd Union and the Ott-Campus Board
‘.4tRICANSA -1 A1 7-• 24 ;.4; 31.14.
MILL
SHOCEriD 1
THE BAND
GARTH EDSON o LIPSON HELM t) RICK DANKO
TILI MOM'
1
For More Information, Call Office for Multicultural and
Special Programs, Center for Student Services • 581-1425
Co-sponsors Memorial Union. Off-Campus Board, New Student Programs,
Comprehensive Fee Fund, Multicultural and Special Programs. A S.A.P
TICKET SALES LOCATIONS:
▪ T1-I UNION COFFEE SHOP
Memorial Union
Mon. thru Sai. a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Sunday 1 pin.- 11:30 p.m
(207)581-1814
• MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS•
University of Maine
Mori. thru Fri. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
1-1/2 hrs. before every event
(107)58]-1755
'$3.00 processing charge (per or der)
fry ejayr!aret1 Ira t1-44.
• ART ETC
19 Mill St.,Orono
Mon. thru Sat. 9 a.m. -6 p.m.
(207)866-3221
• GRASSHOPPER SHOP
One W. Market, Bangor
(207)945-3132
124 Main St., Ellsworth
(207)667-5816
HOMECOMING...
is just around the corner. The Maine Campus
will be distributing a special issue at the football
game, tailgating areas and the reunions on
Homecoming . To advertise in this issue call
581-1273 before the spaces are filled.
Sex Matters
Q: Is it possible to become sexual!)
aroused and/or have an orgasm w bile
under the influence of alcohol') Male,
junior
A: Most drugs, including alcohol, numb
sexual feelings and depress sexual function
unless Lsed in small amounts. Alcohol may
lessen inhibitions or tensions to make inti-
macy more approachable, but at the same
time may diminish physical awareness and
make orgasm unlikely.
Many a party-goer has been dismayed to
find their performance less than usual after
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an evening of heaN y drinking
Q: What can I do wnen I want to make
love, but my partner isn't —in the mood?"
Him can I get him in the mood? Female,
Senior
A: Loving relationships thrive on mutual
The Maine Campus, Wednesday, September 30, 1992
rorr.anric and sexy. Generally. "turn-ons"
for men include caring, touch, warm shared
feelings, and the interest in mutual respect.
Q:lVh) are gays embarrassed to ad-
mit to being virgins? Female, Sophomore
A: We give many many social messages
"Many a party-goer has been dismayed to find
their performance less than usual after an
evening of heavy drinking."
—Dr. Sandra Caron
respect. I am not sure that you can make
any-body feel romantic and sexy just be-
cause that's the time when you're feeling
to boys as they are growing up to be compe-
tent. to be knowledgeable. and to he in charge-
in such areas as sports, social performance,
PRINCIPLES SOL ND RI I IRFAIT I \VE.ST1NC
IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMENT.
Think about ipport ing yourself fortwenty-five, thirty years or longer
in retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately,
you have one valuable asset in your
favor. Time.
Time to take advantage of tax
-deferral
Time for your money to grow.
But starting early is key. Consider this:
if you begin saving just Stoo a month at
age thirty, you can accumulate $192,539*
6v the time you reach age sixty-five.
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside
$227 a month to reach the same goal.
At TlAA-CREF, we not only under-
stand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible—with flexible
retirement and tax
-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
choices, and a record of persona!
service that spans 7F, years.
Over a million people in education
and research are already enrolled in
America's largest retirement system.
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
today and learn how simple it is to put
Yourself through retirement when VOU
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.
Start planniaq your futurr. Call our Enrollosera Mahar 1 ROO 842-2888.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it
 / 4
• ismimusion atterest rerr errtieta4 tr TlAA It-to-r-ntnt AMU./ 7b, note id.ree.goltiv .rion. Ike row, and dire/ eaospnwteirno nor., we,l?
prrairce rov diffrrew rr.radt ('RET rertiheate.. err Agrolmated b T1AA-CREF Iwo1waral an? lotrtartemed
By Dr. Sandra Caron
etc Thus, in this way, young men assume
they are supposed to know and he competent
in everything — even sexual matters— tx...
fore they have the experience Everyone is3
beginner sometime. There is a first time for
everyone, and that can he special.
Q: I don't understand it: Wh)duiom,
en continually date men land keep goat*
back to them) when the man treats therm
like dirt? Male, Junior
A: Often, our past experience— even it
children — preconditions us to feel more
comfortable, more at home. in desmictht
relationships. People who have ZMWTI up
with damaging experiences often can change
the direction of their lives with the help of
counseling. Of course, not every womap
seeks this type of relationship: but for those
who do. counseling and psychotherapy
often helpful.
• Advertising
Maine
Absolut ad
gets lobster
• rrinbirt Clr
v &'Lb
PORTLAND. Maine (AP — Like a
rejected lobster sent back to the kitchen. a
Maine-inspired painting included in a series
of state-by-state ads for Absolut vodka had
to be redone by the artist because the
came out wrong.
It was cooked.
The painting by Maine artist Suzanne T.
White. representing a vision of her state.
shows a lobster trapped underwater inside a
bottle with Absolues distinctive shape and
connected by rope to a buoy.
The upper half of the painting features
another symbol of Maine — a hull moose
wading in a tidal inlet.
The painting was unveiled Tues3;
the Portland Museum of Art. A full-page.
full-color reproduction will appear Thurs-
day in USA Today as part of a sehes of
biweekly ads showcasing the $3.5 million
"Absolut Statehood" project.
Michel Roux, president and chief exe.
utive officer of Carillon Importers Ltd., re-
called that White's initial version of the
painting showed the lobster as red. as if it
had just emerged from the steaT-
"I sent it hack and I said. ,
i0t,F"'T isr.'t rcd wt--r, it's —1.er. c!ssr. of th-
sea." Roux recalled.
White said she was aware that lobsters
only turn red when cooked and had no prot*
lem complying with the sponsor's request td
redo the crustacean in dart. dapple.d tones.
"It was an artistic choice. I liked it red."
she said of her initial decision.
The Maine painting is No. 20 in an alpha-
heucal series of works of art representing all
the states and the District of Columbia. The
ads began in January with a representation
of Alabama and are scheduled to end In
December 1993 with Wyoming's offenng.
Earlier works included portrayals of klas-
La Id iterod dog sled race. the Rock. Moun-
tains of Colorado. a Hawaiian surfboard and
an Indiana sports motif featuring auto rac-
ing. s checkered flag and a basketball
ember 30,1992
Sandra Caron
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• MCA
Chinese dancers dazzle in first- visit to Orono
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
The Chinese Youth Goodwill Mission
presented "An Adventure in Chinese Song
and Dance" at the Maine Center for the Arts
last night as the highlight of this week's
"Focus on Taiwan."
Twenty college students from Taiwan per-
formed Chinese songs. traditional and modem
dance. acrobatics, folk an and culture.
The show was full of excitement and
color, and ranged from expressive modern
dance to traditional holiday celebrations.
The Monkey King. a popular fictional
charactet, was the narrator for the event. and
provided a humorous and personal view of
Chinese culture while informing thc audience
of the background of the Chinese culture
The first performance wic. the most beau-
tiful of the program. It stressed the traditional
Chinese dances, based on the murals depicted
on the walls of the Palace of Tunhwang.
It combined delicacy and grace io depict
elegant images. The use of props and bright.
colored ribbons was breathtaking. and obvi-
ously required much skill and talent.
The use of graceful hand movements was
a focal point. This was one aspect of the dance
that was traditionally Chinese_ and drew at-
tention to the talent of the dancers while
adding to the beauty of the scene.
The beauty of Chinese opera was show -
cased in "Brother of the Bnde," one of Chi-
na's most famous opera stories. The Chinese
view of the underworld is very different from
die Western woriti and in this piece. a ghost
comes back to arrange the marriage of his best
friend to his shy sister.
It used many elaborate costumes. and the
Chinese love of fireworks was evident diaiugh
the use of a fragrant smoke, and the ghost
breathing sparks of fire.
"Brother of the Bride" was a creative mix of
drama. dance and music. The MUSK began with
all percussion and eventually binst into song.
The Chinese love of songs was evident in
the fourth section. which was divided into
melodies of the homeland, and contemporary
popular music.
The talent of the dancers was evident here
not only in dance, but also in acrobatics.
Many of the snints required great flexibility
and enormous aniounts of skill.
A "simple" Chinese toy was shown be-
tween sections. It was the Chinese yo-yo,
which actually required a large amount of
skill and practice, and was used to perform
many amazing tricks.
The firm section hirthlighted the traditional
holiday cviebratioas in Taiwan. It made use of
the festival of colors, props. and folk dancing
that are examples of a typical celebration finials.
An interesting aspect of the celebrations
was how the stage was often divided two
small groups of performers. each doing a
different thing. All the movements together
created an exciting and exotic effect.
The finale was a a fast-paced modem dance
designed to to display the C'hinese youth and
their energy. Each dancer intrcxiuced them-
selves, and expressed their excitement to he
travelling the world to foster international cul-
tural excnange arid fnendship. Dancers perform An Adventure in Chinese Song and Dance." (Boyd photo)
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Picture Yourself a
• Develop lasting friendships
• Participate in campus and
social activities.
• Attain leadership skills.
e Increase one's potential for
learning.
Memorial Union Bangor Lounge
Ali Women Students Welcome ... Bring a Friend!
• For further information call Christine Sherrod, 581-8442.
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Reflections on the UMaine Marching Band
The sights of a recent UM football game are reflected in marching band member Jeff Ferreli's tuba. (Adams photo)
Another Bulletin From
the Folks at Public Safety
Now that things have begun to settle down after the first
hectic weeks of the new school year, we are asking those
who park in the field between the large paved lot by the
Maine Center of the Arts and Rangeley Road to move to
paved or graveled lots.
There are several reasons for this request.
+ First, each year many people who park in the field get
suck in the mud and rather messed up walking through it
+ Second, is that the Grounds Department has been
plowing, harrowing and reseeding the field each sum-
mer, only to have it turned back into mud during the
school year.
4. Third, Grounds cannot afford to plow this area so
when it snows the field will be closed anyway.
4. Fourth, these lots are lighted at night and the field is
not, it is very dark at night.
To help you, we have located a few areas where there
really are available parking spaces. The Satellite Gravel
Lot by Alfond Arena and the River Lot by the steam plant
are two. Other areas that we have checked this fall andfound limited parking spaces are the Hilltop and
Orchard Lots.
Don't forget to leave for campus a few minutes earlier tolocate one of these spaces and have time to walk to class.
Thanks for your help.
• Business
Sears selling
businesses
CHICAGO (AP) — Sears. Roebuo
Co. said Tuesday it plans to sell a
portion of Its r.on-retai 1 businesses to pay off
$3 billion of corporate debt.
The decision would essential! Sex., I
back largely in the retail and insurance
nesses. Among the items to he sold
Discover card business. The proposal in-
cludes disposing entirely of its Dean Winer
Financial Services Group, selling a 20 per
cent stake in its Allstate Insurance G•
and most of its Coldwell Banker Reside'
Services businesses.
A public offering of up to 20 perce.
its Dean Witter Financial Services 1,7
will be made during the first quarter of 199:
The balance of Sears ownership in
Witter will be distributed to Sears
holders in a tax-free spinoff later in 1993
Dean Witter would then operate as
company completely independent of Sears.
"We want our shareholders to partici-
pate in the value of Dean Witter. which has
prospered greatly under Sears leadership,"
said spokesman Gerald Buldak,
When all of the sales are completed. Sears
said it will still retain 90 percent of it resenue-
generating 'businesses. In 1991. the business-
es Sears will kcep produced $51 bi Ilion outuf
total company revenue of $57 billion.
Veterans
& Veterans'
et ‘,‘ „
A-J pLiments
V.A. Regulations require that you verify your
enrollment status. For your convenience,
this can be accomplished on either the Ban
or Orono campuses:
October 5th through 9th
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00am to 4:30pm
Veterans' Affairs Office, Wingate Hall
Monday through Friday, 8:00am to 4:30pm I
Bangor Campus
Acadia Hall
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• Economic
Banker working to give
women economic power
Ela Rhan spoke at the 1 Uiversity of
Maine Enday about the need to give dis-
advantaged women of the wo;ld new eco-
nomic hope.
B halt. a guest speaker sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center, spoke of or-
ga.nizing women as a source of powu.
Watt said this organization is based on the
principle that "everyone is important in
playing a role in society, economics in-
cluded"
Bhatt, who has an honorary doctor-
ate from the University of Bombay, is
founder of both the Women's World
Banking Institution (WWB and the Self
Employed Women's Association
(SEWA).
She has been recognized international -
ly for her achievements in organizing
women who live in poverty, either as part,
or as bead of a household.
Some of her clients have established
businesses, and are operating at competi-
tive economic levels within their respec-
tive communities.
She said most of her clients want to
start their own enterprises. These wom-
en live in urban and rural areas, are in
great need of income and want their
families to survive
Eta Bhatt says she can help.
Already, she says, loans granted by her
company total over $I million internation-
ally. Of that, only $35,000 has yet to be
repaid.
She said Aflieliea's loan system is
working poorly.
"We need leaders who will create net-
works at the grassroot and local levels,"
she said.
"I don't know the education on eco-
nomics, and it's hard to convince econo-
mists that what I'm doing works. an
America) the privileged class within the
working class is greedy, always wanting
more." Bhatt said.
Her companies, she explained, do more
than build access to credit
"When women are organized on the
basis of work," she said. "self esteem and
confiderk7e bloom, which is a new experi-
ence to some women."
Bhatt said she has faith that her ac-
complishments in the economic field will
continue.
-Change the definitions of work work-
er and workplace, and you'll have tremen-
dous reform," she said.
43KE & 4-5M
PRESENTS
(436i4et-i blue
LIVE
at Wells Common
Beer w/ I.D. SPONSORED BY RES. LIFE
$2 for 1st 100 people
OCT. 2nd 9:30pm - 1:00am
Jobs
• Youth Goodwill Mission
Taiwanese performers
visit Maine on world tour
A specially selected group of 20 out-
standing student performers from Taiwan
arrived at the University of Maine Monday
morning.
The group, organized by the Taiwan
National Education Department, is mak-
ing Orono its first appearance north of
Boston.
Each year. the government of Taiwan
arranges a world-wide tour for the Youth
Goodwill Mission.
-This year. we have four groups. One
went to Europe, one went to Africa and
Middle Fast, one special group went to
Mainland China and this one came to North
America," James Cheng, director. General
Coordination Council for North American
Affairs. said.
"The main purpose of this visit is to
exchange culture and strengthen the
friendship with foreign universities and
colleges.
-This tour has a lot of meaning. It tries to
carry the messages of Modem Taiwan and
traditional Chinese culture, art and opera,"
Cheng said.
The students' on the trip range in age
from 18 to 24 years. "They are all from
different universities in Taiwan and have
different majors.
"It is not easy to get into this program.
The students must have their own unique
talent in music, dancing, martial arts, as well
as in the English language," Dr. Shah—
Kuen ('hen, director of the Cultural and
Educational I)ivision. said
The Taiwanese students say they are
excited about their visit to America.
"I feel that American people are very
Orono is the groups
first appearance north
of Boston.
friendly and they always snide at you." one
young female student said
The Chinese Youth Goodwill Mission
will fly home after they finish the tool.
which will continue on to Michigan and
Toronto. Canada.
"We all go back to school. SOrTI: of us
are going to graduate from the university
and some of the young men are going to
join the army for two years. which is our
duty serving the country," tour member Da
Peing He said.
ELECT
erhys Raymond CotaLegislatureDistrict 130
Experience that will work for
YOU
Education
Budget Priorities
F.concmic Development
Jobs Jobs
Attention Seniors, The Maine Recruiting Consortium is looking for non-technical majors in:
Liberal Arts••• Business •••Sciences
Interviews come to you. 
Interviews for full-time jobs after graduation take place on
Thursday, December 3 at the Bangor Civic Center
21 companies are participating.
How to app!y for Register for p!acer"ent servkes at the Career Center and bring re umes nc for each
company that interests you) to the Career Center, Chadbourne Hall by Friday, October 9 at 4:30 pm.
Participating Companies:
Ames Department Stores, Inc.
Anderson Consulting
Brooks Drug
Bureau of Taxation/Audit Div
Consumer Value Stores
Cianbro Corporation
Dead River Lc,
Farmers Home Administration
Fleet Bank of Maine
GE Capital/GE Financial Services
John Hancock Financial Services
Lockheed Sanders
Merrill Lynch
Modern Woodmen of America
NOAA Commissioned Officer Corps
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Paul B. Williams Inc
Radio Shack/Div of Tandy Corr
The Upjohn Company
Train & Development Corp.
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
wit
StateNews
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• DeCoster employees unhappy with living situation
• Minister plans time at new prison
0 Wild animals
Moose takes a dip in Lewiston swimming poo
LEWISTON. Maine (AP) —Question:
Where does an 1300-pound bull moose go
swimming? Answer: Anywhere he pleas-
es, even if it's a backyard pool in Maine's
second-largest city.
Just ask Mark Adams, who was at work
Monday when such an animal hopped into
his pool. enjoying the water until wardens
tranquilized the moose and transported him
to a state game farm.
"Maybe I should put up a bigger
fence," Joked Adams, who went home
and watched with a small crowd of spec-
tators
Police said it was probably the same
moose that had been in another city pool
Sunday until a warden spooked the animal
and it ran away
At Adams' house, it took two doses of
*Tanquilieers to immobilize the moose arid
a city crane to remove it.
When David Wilbur, superintendent of
the state game farm in Gray, shot the moose
with a tranquilizer dart. it climbed out of
the water, jumped over a fence around the
pool and walked to the rear of the yard
before collapsing.
Wilbur injected the dose of tranquiliz-
ers, and the crane moved in, lifting the
animal with strapc wrapped around its 12-
pule; antlers into a game wardens' pickup
truck for the trip to Gray. Wardens said the
animal would remain there for a time be-
fore being released into the woods.
"It's not unusual to see moose out and
about this time of year," Wilbur said.
"Once mating season starts, they re mov-
ing around citlite a bit."
Adams was satisfied with the way things
worked out.
"He didn't cause any problems. though
I don't think he was too happy I'm just
glad he's going to be taken care of," he
said.
• Human rights
Panel finds S.D. Warren discriminated against paraplegic
AUGUSTA. Maine (API - Ralph E.
Tranten Sr. has the Maine Human Rights
Commission on his side hut that's only part
of what he wants.
"I don't have my job back yet," said
Tranten. 55, who worked at the S.D. Warren
Co. paper mill in Skowhegan until a car
accident left both his legs paralyzed. He said
he lives alone in Madison and is self-suffi-
cient.
• 'I don't nowd any help from anybody for
anything," he said following the commis-
sion vote Monday.
The commission voted 3-Ito find rea-
sonable grounds to suppoi-t Tranten's
charge that his employer illegally dis-
criminated against him by failing to ac-
commodate his disability. The vote re-
quires the Scott Paper Co. subsidiary to
negotiate a mutually acceptable solution
or face prosecution in court.
Tranten, a Madison resident, had oper-
ated a clamp truck, moving the massive
rolls of paper inside the warehouse and
loading them onto trucks and rail cars, for
about five years when he was injured in
May 1990.
Although confined to a wheelchair. Trant-
en was cleared by his doctors in December
1990 to return to his job with certain condi-
tions, such as a restroom accessible to wheel -
chairs, and he asked the company to provide
him with a modified clamp truck.
The company paid experts nearly $7,000
for advice on how to accommodate Trant-
en, but finally concluded that the cost of
modifying die equipment — estimated at
up to $70.0100— was prohibitive. Also, the
company said Tranten could not perform
all the required tasks even with special
equipment.
The commission's field representative,
Patricia C. Peterson, disagreed, noting that
even the company's consultants had recom-
mended that Tranten be rehired full-time.
Peterson also said the company failed to
back up its claim that rehiring Tranten would
impose an undue financial burden.
Alpha Ph! Omega
Where is the APO house? Well, we don't have one. Because we are a
National Service Fraternity, we live in our communities to better serve them.
APO has been UMaine
mascot Bananas T. Bear's
"caretaker" since 1969...V
coordinated the Late Night
Local since 1988.. Our broth-
ers are active leaders in all
aspects of campus and com-
munity life including Student
Government, the Onward Pro-
gram, athletic teams, Student
Alumni Association, and as
Resident Assistants...Gov. Bill
Clinton is an alumni brother
from the class of '67 and Pres-
ident Bush became an Honor-
ary Brother in 1988...3 out of
the last 6 presidents of the
Senior Skulls Society, an hon-
or society recognizing out-
standing service and leader-
ship at UMaine, have been
APO brothers...Our brothers
are traditional and nontradi-
tional students alike from ev-
erywhere—Korea, Sweden, In-
dia, Bermuda, Penobscot Indi-
an Nation, and Massachu-
setts... We work closely with
.Gamma Sigma Sigma, Nation-
al Service Sorority, and the
Boys Scouts.
If this sounds like a group
of people you would like to
be associated with and want
to find out more, then stop
by the Sutton Lounge, Me-
morial Union, 8 Pm,
Wednesday, Sept 30.
You're more than welcome
to visit us in our office locat-
ed in 8 Fogler Library or
give us a call at 581-1689.
Alpha Phi Omega just may be
an experience in leadership,
friend ship, and service that
you won't want to pass up.
WE'RE NOT JUST ANOTHER FRATERNITY
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44 %grant living
 
TIMEMINEMIliesonew
Turner workers say thvilet park life likc prison
AUBURN, Maine (AP) — A migrant
worker at DeCoster Egg Farms in Turner
told a Superior Court judge the company-
owned trailer park where she lived was like
a "concentration camp" and that she felt
like a prisoner.
Patricia Tones was a leader of a petition
drive aimed at eliminating the company's
policy of banning outside visitors to the
park. She said she confronted Hornero
Ramirez, a DeCoster supervisor, about the
policy.
"I told him we are living in a concentra-
tion camp," Torres told Justice Carl Brad-
ford through a translator Monday.
"I feel like they want to run our life and
this makes me feel like I am a prisoner. And
as a free person in the United States,! should
not feel this way," said the Mexican native,
who came from Texas with her husband and
three children in 1987 and lived in the De-
Coster trailer park for five years.
The Maine Attorney General's office is
seeking a restraining order to prevent De-
Coster Egg Farms from restricting vists to
its trailer park, which houses about 100
migrant workers.
The state claims the sign prevents social
service workers from providing the same
level of se.aice that other Mainers receive,
and violates their civil rights.
Another former DeCoster trailer park
resident. Jesus Garcia, said Ramirez told
him after he had visits from a friend and a
worker from the Rural Community Action
Ministry he must first have company per-
4) Federal money
Maine projects to receive
millions in funding
(AP)---Maine's congressional delegation
says projects around the state will share
millions of federal dollars, including a new
railroad dock for potato growers in Presque
Isle, a new science center at the University
of Maine,  iJtJiaTatOWn improvements in
Lewiston and studies of the Maine coast.
Those and other projects are covered in
bills that await the president's signature, the
delegation announced Monday night.
Nearly $2.3 million is earmarked for
construction of a railroad loading dock in
resque Isle that will enable trucks to trans-
fer cargo containers onto flatbed ra-ilroad
cars.
"This facility will open new opportuni-
ties for economic growth and enhance the
ability of northern Maine farmers and man-
ufacturers to ship products throughout the
United States," the delegation said.
Another municipal development project
— the renovation of the Ritz theater and
construction of a recreational center in I .evai
on — will receive nearly $1.2 million
The same bill contains $1 million to help
build a geological sciences center at the
University of Maine, as part of research into
atee..1 lllll
"These funds will help the university
complete its world-class science center and
maintain a leading roie in a field of scientific
research that is vitally important to the eco-
nomic future of our nation." the delegation
said.
Another $1 million is targeted for the
Togus Veterans Affairs center in Augusta for
an expansion of treatment for veterans suffer-
ing from post-traumatic stress disorder.
A total of $560,000 was approved for
coastal research, all but $60.000 for a study
of long-term dredging needs along the Maine
and New Hampshire coasts. The balance
will finance a study of salt-marsh restora-
tion in Wells.
mission.
Garcia said he felt he was being "pushed
and squeezed like a prisoner."
"I understand here in the United States,
we are free we don't have to ask for permis-
sion for visitors to a place where we are
tenants," Garcia testified.
Deputy Attorney General Stephen Wesslei
told the court DeCoster limns access to ap-
proximately 100 Hispanic employees and
their families living in 20 trailers.
"In a broad sense, DeCoster is out to
control these people," Wessler said, adding
that the workers, most of whom travelled
from Texas, are "isolated by language and
custom."
"But in a narrow sense, DeCoster moti-
vation is economy. (The company) limits
those who can economically empower its
employees," said Wessler.
Wessler said some visitors have been
verbally harassed and "they've been fol-
lowed to their vehicles and given threats of
physical violence."
I)eferise attorney Michael T. Healy said
the civil rights of employees who live ii the
trailer park were not violated because they
pay no rent.
"The housing is not available to the
public ... it is not for sale. It is not for lease,"
Healy said.
He compared the arrangement to a "mas
ter-servant relationship, not a Maine Law
tenants-landlord relationship," and added
that "there are no members of the trailer
park objecting to this."
• State prison
Minister happy about
maximum security prison
11-10M ASTON, Maine (API — The
Rev. Roger Blanchard is looking forward
to the opening of a new maximom-sectui-
ty state prison, even though it is going to
mean a longer work week for the 83-year-
old clergyman.
Blanchard has spent the past 14 years
working as a volunteer at Maine State Prison
in Thomaston. When the new prison in
W'arren oriel ir later thir . Blanchard plans
to doo He his schedule to two days a week.
The retired minister doesn't mind. He's
hooked on the weekly trips from his peace-
ful seaside home in Bristol te the imposing
brick fortress of a prison.
"They are people. And in some cases.
they are very wonderful people," Blan-
chard said of the inmates.
Blanchard has been interested in prison
work since his days at the Episcopal Theo-
logical School in Cambridge, Mass., where
he wrote his thesis on prison chaplains.
When he graduated nom the semi-
nary, he wanted to work as a prison chap-
lain. But then-Bishop Petra Sherrill rec-
ommended working in the free world first.
Now. Blanchard said he's pleased 10
have ended tip doing the work he first
in the 1930s
"I've always had this han ken rig he
said. "A lot of these men are fnendlers
They appreciate somebody coming in from
the outside."
To inmates, he is doe iiis'rrIp," the
strong old man from the outside whocomes
back week after week to listen to whatever
they have to say.
And they have a lot to say.
During one encounter, conversation
swings from foster homes and the need to
look out for oneself in prison to the likeli-
hood of Jesus Christ returning to Earth
before an inmare's sentence expires at the
end of the decade.
A Luncheon Series of Explosive Political 81 Social Issues
FALL 1992
Thursday, 10/1
12:20-1:30pm
BANGOR LOUNGE
MEMORIAL UNION
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies
Interdisciplinary Conc:., rvtration with help from the
Maine Peace Action Committee and the Memorial Union.
HIV & AIDS:
A DECADE OF DISEASE,
DENIAL AND DEATH
Laura Neal, Eastern Maine
AIDS Network, Steve,
an HIV-positive person
11111111•1111•111111111•111•11111. 
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no charges filed
s over," the center's
Northern Maine hospital cleared;
year of investigating by state and federal
AUGIJSTA, Maine (AP) — More than a Martin. who serves as treasurer of the 
ecredxec.i.utit,uinvnleigooliaif.dricite,r,
Reynold Raymond
complex with ties to House Speaker John L.
authorities has ended in no criminal charges
being lodged against a northern Maine health
dismissed the Medicaid dispute as routine
outcome of the criminal investigation reaf-
firmed what he had said all along and he
non-profit center in his home town. said the hospital. Rather. it consists of four build-
4i nog- st, ed  that b tti, oa ru
dg
sien
Despite its name. the hospital is not a
a 6°ho-nbied, 
anulr4si-nbgedhocmenet,ear
of tihel 1 e i 
disputed 
ivsersuttiedg a tmi oedn i :la jaci tpeal:ptihieonnets ci
who work there as nurses. The Northern
Maine Credit Union shares space in the largely around losses that the center :
curred as a result of some construction ,
view .
Malin. "These things go on all the time." he 
for the retarded and a residence for nuns
Left in question was about $300,000 in said.
Medicaid reimbursements made to North- The speaker, who also contends that the boarding home.
ern Maine General Hospital in Eagle lake case sterns from poFtical vendetta by former The facility has had financial troubles eral years ago. Raymond said. estin--.
I>epartment of Human Services. That rul- Nes, made it clear that he did as little a, 
for years and has not paid any principal on those losses at between $200,000 a,
$275,000.
Deputy DHS Commissioner Wiwi
and subsequently "disallowed" by the state Human Services Commissioner H. Rollin
ing, which led to the investigation, is under possible to help the investigators 
its mortgage with the Farmers Home Ad-
appeal and remains in limbo. 
ministration for about two %tars. About $1 '
Still, "everything v. as made available" million remains to be paid on the $1.9 mil- Porter said most cc the disallowed rem
" After careful review, that investiga- in the way of documents that they requested, lion mortgage bursernents stemmed from rates that ex
tion has now been concluded. No criminal he said. Last October, state arid federal agents ceeded the rates that the center char
charges have been filed as the result of Because the case involved a federal grand armed with search warrants entered the cen- patients who were paying their own vai
that in vestigation,' • state Attorney Gener- jury, Carpenter said he could not discuss the ter and removed numerous documents. At "Our position is that that rate was oi
al Michael Carpenter and the U.S. attor- details. He did say the probe resulted in the that time, Carpenter said the focus was on calculated." said Carpenter. adding t
ney's office said Monday in a terse joint indictment of an Allagash man with ties to the misuse of Medicaid funds and financial public hearings will be held on the center'
statement. the center on an unrelated theft charge. links between the nursing home and the appeal.
•LAriots
Ueberroth upset at federal support after LA rio
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Peter V i. e-
berroth says his biggest frustration in trying
to draw businesses into riot-ravaged parts of
Los Angeles is the government's slow pace
in lowering barriers to inner-city invest-
ment.
"I get depressed sometimes," says lie-
-b.-a-rode thc forrrtcr baschall
who's now heading a non-profit group to
attract private enterprise.
guess there's been 25 or 35 announce-
ments of corporate involvement. And then
you don't see anything but rhetoric on the
governmental level and they get away with
it,
He's angered that federal enterprise zone
legislation is still held hostage as part of the
overall tax package in Congress.
California Gov. Pete Wilson recently
signed a state enterprise zone package, giv-
ing state tax breaks to businesses that invest
in the inner city. Wilson also is trying to
create centers for "one-stop permit shop-
ping" to help cut California's often-crin-
cized tangles of state and local regulation.
Other efforts have failed to clear obsta-
cles to revitalizing areas ravaged by the
springtime riots that followed the acquittals
of policemen in the videotaped Rodney King
beating.
One example was state legislation, sup-
ported by liei:'•erroth and Mayor Toni Brad-
ley, to allow local redevelopment officials
to waive some procedures, including certain
citizen oversight.
And refocrn of California' s workers com-
pensation insurance system remains stalled.
"It's called Democrats and Republicans,
in alphabetical order," says Ueberroth, a
Republican who recently confessed he was
part of the problem: The travel agency that
made him wealthy had not one of its 300
offices in the inner city.
Tapped by Democrat Bradley to head
what he calls RI.A (as in "Our LA"), Lie-
betroth said in a recent inters iew that his
mission is to persuade anyone doing busi-
ness in California to contribute at least some-
thing to the inner city. lleberroth further
hopes that efforts here will he a blueprint for
other troubled inner cities.
At a news ci nference Wednesday, Inter-
national Business Machines intended to re-
veal its inner-city investment plans, joining
General Motors Corp and its local Hughes
Aircraft subsidiary.
Each such announcement is a new tri-
umph for the 55-year-old Lleberroth. best-
remembered locally as the architect of the
triumphant. privately-financed 1Q84 Sum-
mer Olympics. They can also reveal the
intense pressure he feels.
At the GM-Hughes announcement, he
tried to push aside a reporter who pressed
Flughes Chairman C. Michael Armstrong to
explain how GM could close car factories
and cut thousands of jobs while drawing up
inner-city investment plans.
Armstrong saved the day by insisting it
was a legitimate question and answering it
by telling the reporter they were separate
cornorate goals.
JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD IN ENGLAND AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HULL
So, you think you have put study abroad on the back tturner due to the recession? Well, think again.
The University of Hull is a fully accredited institution located in the north of England. In one of the most scenic regions of England,it is very central to all major points in England and Scotland and just a ferry away from Europe! We are a medum sized University-(7000 students) priding ourselves on the friendly atmosphere of our campus and the 200 honours degree courses on offer.
We have designed a Junior Year Abroad package that is sure to beat these hard economic times. 0800 for tEr year covers yt) t! rtuition, accommodation, round trip flight to England and hack, a complete orientation week, and even a t .- to Europe!
• Vast selection of courses on offer.
• Classes with British and overseas students.
• Courses transferred with proper credits.
• Accommodation guaranteed to full year students.
• U.S. government financial aid applies.
• Fe I time undergraduate and graduate programs also available.
• Te m students welcorr.t.
Don't let the recession stop you from pursuing one of the best experiences of I r versicy life. ('or •
For farther information write or phone I isa Dumais, JYA Coordinator, Externa! Rsiaticros Office, ;of Hull, Hull, HU6 71IX, England. Telephone: 011-44-0482-4652S11.
I THE
UNIVERSITY
OF HULL
tional Section, Usittersity
"I was wrong, the reporter was right,'
tleberroth said.
Some people question w hether that he
strong temperament is suited to dealing
the sometimes convoluted, thorny local
litical and social scene.
In just one example of the strife,
board member Danny Bakewell, who holc
a black group called the Brothertioo'..
led a high-profile series of protests
construction sites where white and Latin-
American workers were cleaning up riot
damage.
Attracting investment is the biggest r
lem facing Ueberroth. who headed a -com-
petitiveness commission" for Wilson t
called California a "finely honed job-kill-
ing machine.•'
RLA board member Richard Riordan.
wealthy law vet who's running for maycr,
runs down a list of horrors, among them:
— It takes approval from seven agencies
to plant a tree outside a Los Angeles him-
ness.
— Agent Michael Ovit.k., sometimes &-
scribed as Hollywood's most powerful fig-
ure. had to personally intervene with Brad-
ley to get clearance for a movie shoot at
Convention Center.
IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR
HEALTH PROFMIONS STUDENTS
if you are a new student interested in
the health professions please stop
our office in 285 Aubert Hall
to gel OW recimis started
If you previously registered last yesr.
pickle make Mire MIT records are curreni
ATIOL THF HEAL TH PROFESC. IONS Ci LIB
Office telephone number 581-2585
RASE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
11,13S. $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER V/110 CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FM
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling
14106-932-415211, Ext. 65
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• Arson
Mansion burns, police may
suspect owner's friend
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — As an
arsonist's flames devoured the sprawling
mansion of millionaire developer Constan-
tine Pappadopolous, firefighters spotted his
friend's Mercedes in the driveway.
Inside the car, they found the keys, a
wallet, personal papers, checkbook, hank
card and clothing — along with nearly two
dozen empty lacquer-thinner cans.
What they haven't found since the Sept.
I fire is any trace of George Orfanos, the 43-
year-old painting contractor who owned the
vehicle.
The case is an especially hot topic in
Sacramento's close-knit Greek community,
where there are many questions: Where is
Orfanos? Did he die in the flames? Who set
the fire? And why?
Charles Barnett, an investigator for the
federal Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and
Firearms, said he believes Orfanos is alive
and holds a key to the case.
"We strongly believe he knows some-
thing about it, and that's why we have a
material witness warrant out for him," he
said.
Investigators said they smelled thinner-
type fumes and found empty chemical cans
in the smoldering debris of die 11,000 square -
foot mansion, but they would not say wheth-
er the containers were similar to those found
in Orfanos' car.
"We know it was arson," Barnett said.
"We know somebody put accekrants in the
.1%4
0
• 011' tic° •
_r\e
house in several places."
Investigators have released few details
of the case.
An affidavit filed in support of a search
warrant for Orfanos' home said investiga-
tors sought assistance from experts on po-
tential links between computerized busi-
ness records and organized crime. But Bar-
nett would not elaborate.
Orfanos, a contractor who provided paint-
ers to local builder, lived alone in a rented
apartment in a middle-class section of the
city near the Sacramento River.
The twice-divorced avid golfer was last
seen at a friend's birthday party in subur-
ban Roseville the night before the blaze.
Other guests said Orfanos was boisterous
and happy as he sang, danced and ate with
friends.
Pappadopolous, a 49-year-old self-made
millionaire who has known Orfanos nearly
20 years and often employed him, was vis-
iting Greece at the time of the blaze.
He isn't talking about the case, but his
lawyer said the developer knows nothing
about it
"He's just a private citizen who's had
his house burned," said Don Heller.
The lawyer earlier said the notion that
Pappadopolous might he involved in setting
the fire "is completely out of the realm of
possibility. One. he knows it's a crime. But
more importantly, his wife would sentence
him to death."
Jor Sigma Kappa Sorority
to !earn abc,,* t/-)e NEW nation°,
sorority at U Maine i NEW opportunities
for women sruaents to
• Develop lasting friendships
• Participate in campus anc
so activtlies
• Attain leocersnto sldt
• :ncrease one s potent°
for learning
INFORMATION MEETING
Monday, Oct. 5, 7700 pm
Memorial Union, Bangor Lounge
LNFORMAL PARTY
Tuesday, Oct_ 6,7:00 pm
Memorial Union, Bangor Lounge
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
Thesday, Oct. 6,9:00 am-5:00 pm
Wednesday, Oct. 7,9:00 am-1200 pm
Memorial Union, Davis Room
(No appointment nessary)
For turn-,er inkOrmcrhon roll Chreline Sherod 581-84C
Al Women Students Welcome bring o Friend.
I • Crime trend
Teen 'crimes of fashion'
on the upswing in the US
BOSTON LAP) — Carjackings. Knock-
out. "Ride-by" shootings on bicycles. Wild-
ing. One expert says they are crimes of
fashion, old offenses with nasty new twists.
and they are catching on with many troubled
youngsters.
"Hatred is hip. Killing is cool." said
Jack Levin, a professor of sociology and
criminology at Northeastern University.
"We're seeing a callous disregard for hu-
man life that we've never seen before."
Trendiness and youthfulness have al-
ways gone together. But teen fads used to be
mostly harmless—greased-hack hair, leath-
er jackets. streaking.
"Fifteen, 20 years ago we thought of
initiation rites as 'I dare you to drink this," '
said the Rev. Graylan Ellis-Hagler, a minis-
ter in Washington. "But that's not even a
dare any longer. That's lightweight stuff."
C'arjackings. often involving teens, have
spread in recent months to half a dozen
major cities, claiming at least seven lives in
the Washington area alone. In one incident,
two girls. ages 14 and 15 and armed with a
9nrim semiautomatic pistol. stole a car from
a man and went on a joyride.
In New Haven, Conn., four assailants on
bicycles shot and wounded two men in June.
This month in Boston, a 21-year--old man
was gunned down by a person on a bicycle.
A day earlier, three people were shot when
two men on mountain hikes rode by, one
opening fire with a shotgun.
"It says a g.eat deal about the age of
criminals and would-he criminals." said
Daniel Monti, a Boston University sociolo-
gist who is writing a book on gangs. "The
fact that you have youngsters committing
heinous crimes on hikes strikes us, because
hikes are associated with a good time and
wholesome play."
The most infamous — and most unset-
tling — of youth crimes may be "wilding,"
a term for indiscriminate, violent rampages
that entered the nation's vocabulary in 1989
when five teen-agers were charged in the
gang rape and near-deadly beating of a jog-
ger in New York's Central Park.
The next year, a group of teen-agers beat.
raped and stabbed a woman 132 times and
left her to die in a Boston park. Some youths
later said the group was prowling to rob
pmstitutes others said they were just bored
One told detectives. "There was nothing
to do and so I guess we had the impression
of going out to the field and kill somebody."
Eight defendants—ages 15 to 18 at the
time of the crime — were convicted or plead-
ed guilty. All were sentenced to prison.
The latest fashionable youth crime may
he "knockout." in which youths assault
people on darkened streets. trying to knock
them out with one punch.
Police said three Cambridge teens play-
ing knockout :Z.-41.W., punched and stabbed
to death a Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology student earlier this month.
STODDER COMMONS
OPEN MON-SAT 11AM-8PM
ENHANCING YOUR CAMPUS LIVING EXPERIENCE!
OFFERING CONVENIENT, ONE-STOP SHOPPING FOR
THE ENTIRE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY!
WE WELCOME ANY SUGGESTIONS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.
PAY WITH CASH OR RECEIVE A 5% DISCOUNT
FOR USING YOUR MAINECARD.
25% OFF
All Fairwinds
Products
Oct. 3 - 9th
nu',
Gourmet Ulf&
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• Business office
Don't be afraid
By Joe Sampson
City Editor
Well, people. we're approaching the most dreaded time of the year: the tune
when the university bill must be paid - in full.
According to Mrs. Madden of the business office, letters will be sent out in the
near future to students who have either not completely paid off their bill or ar-
ranged : ornething with the business office.
These letters will toe stating something to the effect that if the bill is not paid.
the student in question wi'l be disenrolled from their courses. Ouch. Even if you do
not like your classes this is not the way to dodge them, as you will end up paying
for them even if you are cancelled from the class.
According to Madden, this policy has been in effect for at least the 20 years that
she has been here at the university. However, the new computer system. called
ISIS, allows the business office to track down students who have large balances
remaining unpaid.
This is how the students will he identified and tracked down.
Apparently, the ISIS syst:...m has ix-en in place for several years. but the system
is so complex that people are just beginning to master it now, which is w:hy the pol-
icy of pay or be disenrolled will be instituted again this semester. It was also used
last semester.
This information was given to me as I pumped Mrs. Madden for information at
her office Tuesday afternoon. If you have not guessed already, I was there because
I have an outstanding balance, so I went to ensure that I would not be disenrolled
from any of the illustrious courses I am currently still enrolled in.
'The visit was not quite as painful as I first imagined. All I could think of before
I went in was the Spanish Inquisition. VOU know what I mean. torture until the bill
is paid.
However, Mrs. Madden sa.4- -ned quite pleasant. and i did not see any imple-
ments of torture on display in her office. This was a good sign. I thought to myself
as I sat down.
We began by me giving her my all-important, never-to-be-forgotten student
identification number. As I mumbled off the number that had been seared into my
brain. the ISIS system was kind enough to bring up all my account information.
After deducting for all of my numerous loans and other financial aici, Mrs. Mad-
den came up with a figure around 5500. Well thought I. here's the catch that makes
it painful.
However, she explained that it was not an enormous deficit, and that my classes
would not be cancelled as long as I made some sort of payments to account for the
difference by the end of the semester.
Well this seemed a fairly amicable bargain to roe, and satisfactory for her, so I
decided this would be the hest solution to a possibly messy situation. Now I sup-
pose 1 will have to tck to some kind of payment plan. or my claw.; will be can-
celled.
But as I left. I wondered if my classes were cancelled, would I get grades or
incompletes
I then realized the folly of my trip. I had forgotten to ask Mrs. Madden whether
she would do me a favor- and cancel a certain one of my classes...
Well folks the moral is: go to the business office before the business office
comes lookIng for you.
Joe Sampson IS a journalism major .tr(vr! Castine. Maine and despises M.44,4.
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• Academics
Languages shoulii not be required
For inanj'- University of Maine stu-
dents, taking a foreign language is a re-
quirement. This requirement involves a
substantial commitment of both time and
money. However, the question is, is this
commitment worth it in the long run?
Those students majoring in depart-
ments such as English, history, journal-
ism. theater and zoology at UMaine are
required to demonstrate proficiency of a
foreign language at the intermediate level.
This is the equivalent of four semesters of
language classes.
For many students, this means spending
four days a week, for two years out of their
college education in foreign language classes.
Also, because these classes are four
credit courses, students must pay at least
$364 in tuition dollars for each semester
they take. Over a two year period, this adds
up to $1,456 spent on learning one foreign
language. not including all the textbooks.
workbooks and tapes that are also required.
One of the admission requirements
for UMaine students is that they already
have two years of a foreign language at the
high school level under their belt. One of
the main reasons UMaine students are in
fact taking two years of a language here is
that they couldn't remember enough of
the language they originally took to pass
the placement exam.
If students can forget the langualle they
took in high school, then why can't they
forget the language they take in college?
Also, even if they do remember it, how
often will they use it?
Foreign language courses are very
chailenging and can often be a lot of fun,
but because students are at this university
to learn the skills and knowledge that will
best benefit them in their future careers,
are they getting the most for their time and
money by having to take them?
4, Library
Burning books
You can honestly tell your parents
you are studying so hard you're breaking
into a sweat. If you're studying at the
library, that is.
Temperatures at the library these days arejust downright not. It's hard enough to study
without the complicatior6 of heat stroke.
Dressing in layers has become the in
thing to do, not to make a fashion state-
ment. but so layers can be shed to try to
cool off. Students are even bringing extra
changes of clothes to accommodate for
the change in temperature.
You can get a better workout at the library
than at the um because you can break a sweat
easier. while inpnwing your rrirrl.
Women who once brutight hair spray
with them to the library we now kling
pernane and deodorant Deodorant has be-
come a permanent fixture in students' book-
bags. Men are lining up in the bathrooms to
make sure their underarm situation isn't
going to offend those around them.
When people get hot, they get initable
and tanpers flare. Soon, fights will be break-
ing out over the small fans. It would not be
a pretty sight. There will have to be fan police
to ensure privileges are not abused and the
illusion of cooler air can be shared by alL
Students will be demanding equal fan tint,'
It's no wonder tuition is On the rise
again. A rise in temperature means more
bucks flowing into the generator.
It is possible the heat is not even on in the
library, it's just all the brains at Wc4 which
are causing the extra and unnecessary ha-
lf this is the case, then please open a
window, door or something.
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t2), 2 WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 30
Meeting 00 Sharing Circle for Healing Racism 0. For those interested in examining and healing
their own racism .0 Memorial Union 1912 Rcam 00 11:00 a.m... Sponsored by the Bahai Clup
Meeting 00
 
The Union Board Committee Meeting oo Publicity 00 1:00 p.m.
Meeting 00 AA meeting 00 Memorial Union Old Town Room 004:00 p.m.
Movie 00 No Popcorn Cinema 00 Hoosiers .0 Memorial Union Nutter Lounge 00 12 noon 00
Sponsored by The Union Board
Sports 00 Ultimate Frisbee 000n the mall 003:30 p.m. 0. For more info call Tom Molloy at 581-
6797
Sports 00 Women's Tennis VS. Colby 00 Adjacent to east side of Memorial Union 00 4:00 p.m.
Sports 00
 
Men's Soccer V.S. Thomas 00 Athletic field north of baseball field 00 4:00 p rn.
Meeting 00
 
Student Alumni Association ...Crossland Alumni Center across from Alfond Arena
.0 5:30 p.m.
Meeting 0. The Union Board Committee Meetings 00 Entertainment 00 7:00 p.m.
Meeting 00
 
Biology Club 0. Open to all students interested in Biology 00 Deering Hall 0. 7:00
Meeting 00 li.ihitat For Humanity .0 Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 00 7:00 p.m.
Lecture 00 Loving and Leaving The Good I,ife es,
 By Helen Nearing, pioneer in organic
farming 00
 
Neville 101 .0 7:30 p.m.
Meeting 0. University of Maine Democrats 00 Memorial Union FFA room 00 All UM students,faculty, start, etc. welcome 00 7:60 p.m.
Lecture .0 Guest Lecture Series .0 Debate on The Abortion Issue .0 Hauck Auditorium 00 8:00p.m.
THURSDAY OCTOBER 1
Event National Student Voter Education Day 00 Memorial Union Lown Room c,0 All Da
Meeting 0. Alanon 00 Memorial Union Old Town Room .0 11:00 a.m.
Meeting 00 Dov.-neast Big Brothers/Big Sisters 00 Volunteer Information Meeting 00 MemorialUnion FFA Room oc 12:00 noon
Lecture oc Socialist & Marxist Studies Luncheon Series 0. "HIV & AIDS: A Decade ofDisease, Denial and Death" o.o Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 00 12:30 p.m.
Meeting .0 Cutler Groups Sobriet and Recovery from Alcohol and Other Drugs CutlerCounseling Center 00 3:00-4:30 p.m.
Meeting .0 The Maine Peace Action Committee 00 10 Maples c- 4:00 p.m.
Meeting 00 American Indians at Manie Meeting 00 Creating A Collective Indian Identity OnCampus .0 Memorial Union Old Town Room ,•,0 6:00 p.m.
Meeting 0.0 Wilde-Stein Club .0 Interested in discussing gay, lesbian, bisexual issues andplanning gay, lesbian, bisexual activities c.0 Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 00 6:30 p.m.
Movie 0. No Popcorn Cinema 0.0 Local Hero Memorial Uoion Nutter Lounge 00 7:00 p.m. c'eSponsored by The Union Board
Performance Steven Wright In Concert .0 Maine Center For The Arts c.c., 7:30 p.m. 00 Tickets
Movie .0 Not At The Mall Film Series .0 Eating A serious comedy about thirty-eight womenand their relationship with food es,
 Hauck Auditorium .0 7:00 & 9:30 p.m. .0 Admission $1.50
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FRIDAY OCTOBER 2
Meeting 00 Overeaters Anonymous 00 Memorial Union Old Town Room 00 12:00 noon
Performance 00 TGIF .0 Jazz 0, Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 00 12:15 p.m. 00 Sponsored by
The Union Board
Sports 00 Ultimate Frisbee ...On the mall 00 3:30 p.m. 00
 For more info call Tom Molloy at 581-
6797
Sports ...Field Hockey V.S. Delaware oo Lengyel Field 0. 3:30 p.m.
Meeting 00 Alcoholics Anonymous 0. Memorial Union Old Town Room 4:00 p.m.
Meeting 00 International Students Coffee Hour oo Related conversation, intercultural programs,
discussion of intern topics 00
 Memorial Union Lounge 00 4:00 p.m.
Meeting 0, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship 00 Large Group Meetings ...Memorial Union
Bangor Lounge 007:00 p.m.
Movie 00 UMaine Planetarium oc The Sky Tonight 00 The Sky Tonight allows skywatchers of all
ages to enjoy star clusters, interstellar clouds and planets. A cosmic laser light spectacle
concludes the program 0. Wingate Hall The Planetarium .0 7:00 p.m.
Movie oo Not At The Mall Special Edition C43 Daughters of the Dust 00 St:t in the legendary sea
islands of the South at the turn of the century. Daughters of the Dust follows a Gullah family on
the ere of its migration to the North led by a remarkable group of African American women .0
Hauck Auditorium 0. 7:00 p.m. only .0 No Admission
Movie 0. No Popcorn Cinema .. Hoosiers Memorial Union Nutter Lounge 7:00 p.m. 0,
Sponsored by The Union Board
Performance 0, Queen Latifa 00 Morrell Gym at Bowdoin College 00 8:30 p.m... For more info
call Marie Lee at 725-4368 00 Tickets
Performance .0 Comedy Cafe Series 00 Boston Comedians 00 Memorial Union Damn Yankee ..
9:00 p.m. 0. Admission 0. Sponsored by The Union Board
SATURDAY OCTOBER 3
Event 0. Oktoberfest oo Bim Skala Bim, Fly Spinach Fly, The Blue Flames, and special local
guests ..0 Hilltop Concert Park 00 3:00-9:00 p.m.
Event .. International Pot Luck Supper 0. Call 581-2905
Movie 0. White Men Can't jump oo Hauck Auditorium 006:30 & 9:15 p.m... Admission
Sponsored by The Union Board
Event 00 Dance with D.J.... Damn Yankee 009:00-12:00 p.m... Sponsored by Sophomore
Eagles and Owls 0. Admission $2 for upperclassmen $1 for first year students
00
SOUP KITCHEN MENU
NOW IN THE DAMN YANKEE
SEPT. 30
CAJUN DINNER
OCT. 1
PEPPERS STUFFED WITH
GRAINS & VEGETABLES
OCT. 5
TEMPEH TACOS
OCT. 6
SPLIT PEA SOUP
Fl
DAUGHTERS 
OF THE DUST
A FILM BY JULIE DASH
DAUGHTERS OF THE DUST is the
story of conflict and struggle,
between changing values in the early
1900's as a Sea Island Gullah family
prepares to migrate, leaving-their
land and legacy for the promise of
the North.
Friday October 2, Hauck Auditorium
7:00 p.m. only, No Admission
VS•cY4
"? SUNDAY OCTOBER 4
Event . Maine Bound Horseback Riding on Day 'Trip
Sports 00 Field Hockey V.S. Drexel 00 Lengyel Field 00 11:00 a.m.
Sports oo Men's Soccer VS. Brown. Athletic field north of baseball field 00 1:00 p.m.
Performance Bangor Symphony Orchestra Concert 0. Maine Center For The Arts 3:00
p.m.. Tickets
Movie . Celluloid Sunday on Rain's Horn. 7:00 p.m.. Admission
Performance on Omaha Magic Theatre 0. Body Leaks Hauck Auditorium 8:00 p.m..
Tickets
MONDAY OCTOBER 5
Meeting . Alcoholics Anonymous oo Memorial Union Old Town Room 00 12:00 noon
Movie 00 No Popcorn Cinema 0. The Killing Fields nO Memorial Union Nutter Lounge on 12:00
noon on Sponsored by The Union Board
Meeting on Single Parent Support Group on Memorial Union 1912 Room 12:10 p.m.
Sports on Ultimate Frisbee 00 On the mail 00 3:30 p.m. 00 For more information contact Tom
Molloy at 581-6797
Meeting 00 The Maine Animal Club. Enhancing students' knowledge of animals and animal
agriculture through social interactions . In the library of Rogers Hall 00 6:00 p.m.. For more
info contact Fiona Bancroft at 581-8567
Meeting oo Student Environmental Action Coalition . Memorial Union Sutton Lounge on 6:30
Meeting Sigma Kappa Sorority on
 Information Meeting on Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 00
7:00 p.m.
Event on
 International Folk Dancing on
 Memorial Union Lown Rooms 00 7:00 p.m.
Performance -0 Arkansas Traveler Review . Michelle Shocked, The hand. Taj Nlahal,
Uncle Tupelo Maine Center For The Arts on 7:00 p.m... Tickets
TUESDAY OCTOBER 6
Meeting on Environmental Theatre 00 Never Cry Wolf with fellow up action on the reinstatement
of wolves into their habitats and destroying the false myths
Lecture The Artist In The Community: So What? on Carnegie Hall 7:00 p.m.
Performance on Poetry Reading Coffee House on Ram's Horn 00 Open mike . 7:30 p.m.
Lecture 00 John Preston, Author What Is Gay Literature? . Neville 101 no 8:00 p.m.
The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP Media Services to the
students at the University of Maine. It is a student-run calendar listinginformation on artistic, educational and spiritual programs. It offers freelistings of all student-related events activities. If you have somethinggoing-on, take advantage of our services! Place date, time, place of
event, cost if any, and short description of event. Also mach your
organization name and number. Send all submissions to: The CampusCrier, 16 Chadborne Hall Or call at 581-4359. The deadline is the
monday before the listings appear.
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BRUNSWICK, Nlaine(Al') — Mel Gib-
learned two lessons during filming ot
vie that marks his directorial debut: First,
s mighty hard work being both star anti
rector. Second, Maine is actually quite "civ-
The movie star, sporting a baseball cap
ng the words "Head Honcho," said he
grown weary from wearing the dual hats
actor and director during shooting of his
civic, "The Man Without A Face."
"It's kind of harrowing," he told report-
rs at a Bowdoin College news conference
n his first public appearance since arriving
n Maine early in the summer.
Since June, Gibson has directed movie
quences in coastal locations such as Cam-
en. Rockport, Rockland. Deer Isle. Pon-
nd and Brunswick. He said he'll he wrap-
ing up the filming next Wednesday in
ath.
"We're entering the home stretch." he
id.
The movie, based on the book by Isa-
Ile Holland, is about a man who comes to
nne seeking solitude after his face is
-ribiy disfigured in a car accident. The
a teacher at a military school, is be-
nended by a boy played by 12-year-old
ick Stahl.
Together. "they're the key to unlocking
he door of a fulfilled life." said Gibson.
Gibson has starred in a variety of movies
anging from action adventures such as
'Mad Max" and "Lethal Weapon" to dra-
ms such as Franco Zeffirelli's "Hamlet."
"The underlying nature (of "The Man
\ thout a Face" ) is more somber. hut there's
Jazzin'
TGIF jazz at the Memorial Union with faculty members Jay Bregman on sax, Baycka Voronietzky on piano and JimFrick on vibes. (Kutz photo.)
still a bit of humor," he said.
The Hollywood hunk said he initially
planned on simply directing the movie to be
distributed by Warner Bros , but was con-
vinced by producer Bruce Davey to star in it
as well.
He said he probably won't be playing
both roles again in the near future.
"It's too much," he said. "It's very
difficult to focus on all the different things."
Gibson has to be on the set early so his
makeup can be applied. It usually takes 2
to 2 1/2 hours to transform his mug into
that of an accident victim burned in a car
crash.
Besides acting. Gibson is responsible for
the overall production work that averages
12 hours a day and sometimes stretches to
18 hours, he said.
"It's hard work. I don't have time to get
into trouble," he said.
Gibson, dressed in jeans and a varsity
jacket, jokingly played on the state's notori-
ety as the home of Stephen King by saying
that his cat came back from the grave after
he arrived in Maine.
"I'm surprised how civilized it is here. I
looked it up in the book and it said popula-
tion 1,100," he quipped. Actually. Maine's
population is more like 1.1 million.
Gibson said he has enjoyed working
with the hundreds of Maine residents who
got jobs as extras in the movie.
Mainers are easier to work with than
Hollywood types, Gibson said. "It's be-
cause they're not jaded. They're nice peo-
ple. Hell, I don't know," he said.
After the news conference, he walked
out of Bowdoio's Walker Art Gallery and
waved to about 20 students waiting outside.
Then, he lit a cigarette and strolled to a
waiting truck.
now and supporters speak out
from page I
ourses are not controlled by Genera; Mo-
ors because that would be one sided
•ouldn't it?
-The KKK does not control the courses
n African American History because! hope
e all know that would be one-sided. So
hy in this one instance on campus do we
Now the military to control the academic
ourses on this campus? That is hypocrisy,"
e said.
"I find it surprising that I haven't seen
r-y body speak out on behalf of the ROTC or
• military.
-No one has come up here and said why
it is good to have a policy that excludes
ople from tile military because of their
sexual orientation," Wilde-Stein club Co--
Chair Brian Thompson said.
"Homosexuality is incompatible with
military service. What the fuck does that
mean?" he asked.
Equality was another central issue on the
minds of the students attending the speak
out.
"Every student on this campus gets up in
the morning to go to school. They try to
juggle education with a social life and expe-
rience the feelings of pain, confusion, hap-
piness, disgust, defeat. joy and success. We
are equal. None of us are better then anyone
else," student Amanda King said.
-Being gay is fine with APO, its fine
with the Senior Skulls and it's fine with the
university, but it's not fine with the mili-
tary," Snow said.
""I'm being disenrolled from the Air
Force because I'm grty."
John Diamond, acting director of the
department of Public Affairs, acknowl-
edged the university's support for Snow
and his quest for anti-discrimination with-
in ROTC.
"The university will continue to work
towards its membership in the National
Association of State Universities and Land
Grant Colleges to support repeal of the DOD
(Department of Defense) policy and other
policies that might interfere with an individ-
uals access to education opportunity," Dia-
mond said.
"The university will also seek other chan-
nels through which to express objection
with the policy."
Snow said it felt good to see people he
knew there. Many of Snow's APO fraternity
brothers attended the support rally.
"Even :he ones (APO brothers) most
homophobic came up to me and shook my
hand," Snow said.
Snow concluded the speak-out h say-
ing everyone can help him if the get out
and vote.
"Don't have apathy be the head of our
government. Get out and vote." he said.
German consul speaks from page 1
re,aty, the treaty that would join the coon-
es of Europe in a common economic com-
munity.
Gerhardt said although there are sticking
points to the ratification of the treaty, such as
a common currency, it will happen.
"It will take its course." Gerhardt said
about the passage of the treaty.
He admitted that some countries are skep-
tical about the treaty, such as France, v. hich
narrowly passed the resolution with 51 per-
cad of the vote.
"SI percent is a weak rna0ority," Ger-
hardt said.
He also explained the Maastricht treaty
would allow for free travel among the par-
ticipating countries, as well as a common
currency.
He examined the subject of xenophobia.
or hatred of outsiders. among Germans, and
the ViOlefiCe that went with it.
He explained the situation of high unem-
plo.v Meat and frustration. coupled with the
large numbers of asylum seekers, were the
spark of a "shameful" situation.
Gerhardt said Germany has a very liber-
al asylum law, and there is a tremendous
influx of economic refugees into Germany.
Any asylum seeker in Germany is guar-
anteed certain social payments. which frus-
trates some Germans.
Gerhardt said he felt Germany was not
always fairly portrayed in American media.
He said there have been misgivings toward
Germany since WWII, but the Germany of
today is much different.
'Miele is not much natamtalism in Ger-
many right now,' Gerhardt said.
Professor Remharck Miksch. IMaine
professor of German, provided another point
of iew about the media.
Zollitsch. who was born in Germany,
said media bashing was not limited to the
American press. as the European press
does much of the same type of bashing on
A merica
Zollitsch, who visited Germany last sum-
mer. said he felt it was a positive experience
to have a German official come op campus
"h is s positive sign, that they flegnans )
WWII to reach bases with more thin just the
big cities." he said
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By Carl Paul
For Wednesday, September 30
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
born traveller, you possess many communica-
tion skills that transcend words. You may be
bilingual or have a knack for bridging language
barriers through other modes of expression. A
charismatic person, you can charm just about
anyone in a one-on-one situation.
ARIES (March 21- April 19): A spirit of
competition makes cooperation at work a
fading dream. Everyone seems to be looking
out for No. 1 and spinning their wheels. Don't
expert others to be quick to repay any loan
you give them today.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): A rela-
tionship which begins with verbal jousting
can end up with the two of you talking over
your future life together. There is a strong
romantic force in your chart right now; in-
tense feelings can flow from one pole to the
next at a moment's notice.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Financial
risks can be tested with small amounts before
plunging in with a serious financial commit-
ment. Your deepest feelings are close to the
surface, so be sure to express your feelings for
your loved one.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Your
ability to get things done on time or quicker is
tested this morning. The pressure is on to do
everything at once, but you can handle it. Put
your plans on the shelve until later in the day.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Cross off as
many items from your "to do" list as possible
as the month comes to a close. Efforts to free
up your schedule pay off in mid October.
Strengthen a tie with a key person who can
help you get ahead in the months to come.
VIRGO ( Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Last-minute
delays surprise you on the last day of Septem-
ber . Only time and patience will show you
where all the pieces fit today. If you don't
expect to get anywhere on time, you'll re-
move a big source of stress.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Your spouse
provides the humor to take the sting out of
recurring problems. Financial issues and oth-
er important decisions can wait until the start
of a new month. Focus on the present, not the
future!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Resist the
temptation to pull outrageous practical jokes.
Injury •ir embarrassment will have lasting
consequences. Ill-timed humor calf stir up
turbulence in your love life!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Your outgoing, socially giaceful personality
gets warm reviews throughout the day. Mem-
bers of the opposite sex make excellent allies
at home, school or on the job.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): Put
future considerations on hold until the needs
of September have been dealt with. Be direct
in your actions and your statements and wrap
things up! Schedule important business meet-
ings for late afternoon.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Spend-
ing money should he divided tip into two
accounts: one for personal pleasures and lux-
uries, the other to save for large purchases in
the months ahead. Extra income can come
from one of several sources during this cycle.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): You have
a penetrating gift of insight into the emotions
of those around you, and your perceptions
border on the extrasensory today! Your initial
impressions are correct.
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For Thursday, October 1
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Conflicting personality traits make up the
basic character of those born on this date. A
deep appreciation of nature contrasts a love
of city life, Your desire for seclusion wars
with a constant craving for social interac-
tion. A longing for security clashes with a
yearning for excitement. It's these contra-
dictory impulses which give these Librans a
distinctive edge to their personality.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Even
when you think you're on top of a situation.
it pays to seek the advice of others concern-
ing current issues. A compromise can be
reached with a partner or friend regarding a
financial matter.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Orga-
nizing your personal time is the first step
toward gaining control over all aspects of
your daily life, but first you may need to take
some time out in order to help a friend in
need.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Although
your ideas are valid, the negative attitude of
a co-worker may dampen your enthusiasm
before you get rolling. You're better off
iting your thoughts down for presentation
later.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Though
you may not be uuually inclined to aLcoinnio-
date the demands of a family member, you'll
face much less resistance to your own plans
once you do, so take care of first things first.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Someone
close to you needs some support and all it
takes is a few kind words to help them
through their temporary crisis. Be generous
with your time and energy; you may be in a
similar situation soon!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Your
budget bears greater scrutiny as expenses
start to spiral out of control! By taking
control you can get your finances back on
track and keep the peace at home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Sacrifices
are necessary in order to keep your finances
in order for the time being. Biting the bullet
now keeps you from entering into a down-
ward spiral of indebtedness.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): A period
of soul-searching yields some eye-opening
revelations. Be objective when evaluating
your strengths and weaknesses. A close look
within is beneficial to future personal growth!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
The advice and counsel of a friend could
lead to a breakthrough in a power struggle
that's currently raging behind the scenes.
Listen carefully to the voice of experience.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 - JAN. 19)
Your current course of action .nerits careful
evaluation concerning how it really fits in
with your long-term goals. Be honest with
yourself and don't shy away from tough
decisions. Corr.pmmises may be necessary
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): A
minor setback in a current project may force
you to alter your plans. The meddling of an
authority figure is not desirable, but some-
times it is unavoidable.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): You may
find it necessary to fine-tune your financial
strategy in the wake of some unforeseen
developments. Compromise, but don't aban-
don your principles, as a resourceful ap-
proach can prevent a further slide.
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New York Times Daily Crossword No. 0818
ACROSS
1 Organize, as
laundry
S Morning rouser
10 Jolson's The
-- Singer"
14 Colorful fish
IS Persian water
wheel
14 Mishmash
17 Computer
display
is On the way
IS Lake, in La Paz
20 Strong allure
23 Consecrate
24 Parts of matitras
2$ Oscar-winning
actress: 1936
28 Scourge in 1918
ssF.D.R. agency
22 "King Olaf'
composer
33 To me, to
Michel
316 Kid Gavilan's
punch
36 Man, according
to Aristotle
30 Organic
compound
40 Actor Bogarde
41 Astronaut's
circle
42 Neighbor of
Cancer and
Virgo
43 And so to -
44 Passions
4S Ex-coach
Parseghian
44 Conceals in the
hand
44 Breeder's
science
SS Best place for
wurst
is Creepy
57 Goddess of
discord
sli Egress
511 Type of
campaign
so Fragrant herb
GI Remain
62 Exhausted
43 Lift for snow
bunnies
DOWN
Body
Unlocked
3 Indian queen
• sketch
(concise
description)
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE aIzaak Walton,
• Weavers'
mainstays
7 Operatic solos
▪ Al's former
kingdom
Southern
bloomer
10 Jars
11 Jai ---
12 Swerves
1313 
sharply
13 Close-up. in
21
filming
Awake
22 Flightless bird
2S Push back
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411 44 SO SI 57 53 54
S?
61 62 113
24 Solitary
27 Inuits dwelling
20 Tyne of tale
28 Dance band
30 Director Rene
31 Indianapolis
eleven
33 Biting
34 Damage
IS - soup
(Chinese
favorite)
37 Without a clue
or concept
MI Sutherland role
43 Uplifting
undergarment
44 Victoria's
consort
45 Friendship
ail Culinary blend
47 Vladivostok
inhabitant. e g
40 Fruity
quenchers
MI Barber's call
so Pelvic bones
Si Fiter plan!
$2 Olive - —
Si Capital of Latv.a
54 Belgian river
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: I 900 420
5656 (T'Se each minute).
1 
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in the
basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-I with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of 92.99 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Capciidate shoots opponent's wife in Hawaii
• Admission
Bush office funds LTC Berkeley discrimination against whites
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — In a throw-
back to the Allan Bakke case, a Bush ad-
ministration civil rights office has found
that the prestigious law school at the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley discrimi-
nates against whites.
The U.S. Education Department said
Monday a program that set goals of 23
percent to 27 percent minority enrollment at
Boalt Hall School of Law amounted to a
racial quota.
The university denied using quotas but
agreed to modify its program, starting with
next year's entering class.
"We think that we will not have to
compromise our goals,- said the school's
dean, Herma Hill Kay.
Boalt Hall is the first law school investi-
gated by the Education Department's Office
for Civil Rights.
Gary D. Jackson, regional director of
the office, said the school compared spe-
cial-admission minority candidates only
to others in the same racial group and
made selections from waiting lists along
racial lines.
Boalt Hall, virtually all-white as re-
cently as three decades ago, started re-
daing miuut itics SCVCIal yCdiS 'Oefoie
the American Bar Association ordered all
law schools to do so in 1972.
Boalt Hall also had a preferential ad-
missions program in place before the U.S.
Supreme Court's 1978 ruling in the Bakke
reverse-discrimination case.
Bakke, a white man, successfully chal-
lenged an admissions program at the Uni-
versity of California at Davis medical
school that was reserved for poor minori-
ties
Kay said this year's entering class of 267
at Boalt Hall was 39 percent minority, some
admitted under the general enrollment pro-
gram.
The school's special-admissions (Van
set a yearly goal of 23 percent to 27 percent
minority enrollment, with specific goals for
particular ethnic groups.
The U.S. Education Department said...a
program that set goals of 23 percent to 27
percent minority enrollment...amounted to a
racial quota.
The high court ruled that a public univer-
sity's strict racial quotas violated civil rights
laws but that some preferential treatment of
minorities, to promote diversity, could be
justified.
No latter-day Bakke has sued Boalt Hall
for denial of admission.
Inc gvvci 'uncut, 111-PAC VC! , i1.JUIU 114V Z..
sought to withdraw all federal funds from
the Berkeley campus if the law school had
refused to settle.
LIVE-IN VOLUNTEER
Well-Spring has an opening for Llye-in Volunteer to supervise
Women's Half-Way House, Sunday-Thursday, 10pm-7am. Room
and board isgpvided fOr sleep-over volunteer position. Must be
chemical free, have good listening skills and crisis intervention skills.
Excellent opportunity for student interested in field of substance
abuse treatment. To apply send resume with cover letter to:
Coral Rudolph, Program Director, Women's Halfway House,
319 State St., Bangor, ME 04401 or call 941-1600. A.A. Flash D.O.E.
AMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
Fri., Oct. 2nd at 8pm
in Hauck Auditorium
Admission: Students - $1
All others - $3
Ir.111LF
1/w
comedians
from
Boston
WHITE MEN
CAN'T JUMP
Sat., Oct 3rd at 6:30
and 9:15pm
in Hauck Auditorium
Admission: UM Students
50¢ w/ I.D.
All others $3
co-sponsored by
FE) © MIDENTSILT\
CAMPUS
Jackson said the law school's admis-
sions director divided applicants into eth-
nic groups, compared them only to others
within their group, and oversaw admis-
sions from each groLp to help ensure that
the goals were met.
The findings covered the years 1988
LIU °up'
Kay said the school viewed minority
status only as a "plus factor" in applica-
tions.
"We believe that our program is in the
mainstream of American legal education,"
she said.
The university agreed not to consider
future applicants separately based on their
race.
Tilt settlement does not prohibit all pref-
erential treatment of minorities but says race
and national origin must not be the only
factors considered in seeking a diverse stu-
dent population.
A civil rights lawyer expressed concern
over the direction of the government's en-
forcement efforts.
Susan Brown, a lawyer with the Mexi-
can-American Legal Defer se and Educa-
tional Fund, said the Office for Civil Rights
"seems to have focused all its attention on
any kind of reverse-discrimination challeng-
es that may exist, without looking at dis-
crimination against underrepresented
groups, particularly Hispanics and African-
Americans."
But Michael L. Williams, assistant sec-
retary for civil rights in the Education De-
partment, praised Boalt Hall for increasing
minority enrollment and for seeking the
"very laudable and commendable goal" of
student di vei sity.
"The problem is separate consideration
(of applicants) on the basis of race." he said.
"The goal, in effect ended up being a quota."
You've told an your friends
that you're._ a real musician.
Now prove it at ...
Cash prizes will be awarded. Two
songs per performer(s) or a maximum
of
- Sign Up in the Union Board office by
Oct. 2nd. Limit
 tenacts. Noinalor
The Union Board office is located on
-the znd Floor, North Wing Memorial
Union 1I735.
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• Health
I7
Doctors debate possible harm from cow's milk
BALTIMORE (AP) -- Cookies and milk
may, never be the same.
Child care expert Dr. Benjamin Spock.
who long advocated drinking cow's milk, is
joining several other doctors in questioning
its nutritional value and warning of the pos-
sible harm it can cause some children.
"Parents have been doing their duty as
they were taught by medicine and dietetics
and forcing milk (on their children). We
have to get parents over that," Spock said in
a telephone interview Monday.
Spock was scheduled to appear at a news
conference Tuesday in Boston with Dr. Frank
A. Oski. director of pediatrics at Johns Hop-
kins University, and Dr. Nea; Barnard, pres-
ident of the Physicians Committee for Re-
sponsible Medicine, a nonprofit association
of 2.000 doctors that promotes preventive
medicine and alternatives to animal research.
Oski, who wrote a book in 1977 called
"Don't Drink Your Milk." said at a news
confe-ence Monday in Baltimore that milk's
reputation as a calcium-rich food that helps
children grow is largely undeserved.
Other foods, such as kale, broccoli or fish.
provide more calcium without the fat in milk,
he said. And he said that cow's milk is often
contaminated with traces of antibiotics, can
cause allergies and digestive problems and
has been linked in a recent study to juvenile
diabetes.
"There is nothing unique about milk, re-
garding its nutritional benefits, that should
make you want to drink it," 'he said. "There's
no reason for us to spend lots of money to give
milk to kids when it doesn't do them any
good."
Speck, author of "Baby and Child Care."
said Monday he did not feel guilty about his
past endorsement of milk, and he urged par-
ents not to overreact to the new information.
' 1 don't think we should go foi,rn enthusi-
asm about milk to scaring the bejeebers out of
parents." he said.
The American Academy of Pediatrics rec-
ommended earlier this year against giving
whole milk to infants during their first year
because some can suffer in in deficiency. A
study published in July in the New England
Journal of Medicine raised the possibility that
drinking cow's milk during infancy is linked
to juvenile diabetes in people who are genet-
ically prone to the disease.
Grey, Miller, a nutritionist with the Chica-
go-based National Dairy. Council, agreed that
children under a year old should not drink
whole milk. But he said the diabetes study by
Di. Hans-Michael Dosch at the Hospital for
Sick Children m Toronto did not prove cow's
milk can cause diabetes.
Mg American Diabetes Association has
said more research is needed on any possible
milk-diabetes link.
"There are a lot of great things about
milk," Miller said. "It's a nutrient-dense
product. It's got calcium. magnesium, ribo-
flavin, vitamins A and D. I don ' t think kids are
going to want to get up every day. and eat
broccoli and anchov.ies to get the kind of
calcium they need."
Dr. Ten y Hatch. a member of the Amer-
ican Academy of Pediatrics Committee on
Nutrition, said the group was r •afi. palepared to
make any recornmendati. ns against milk for
children older than a year.
He said the percentage of pea* adverse-
ly affected by milk is small — far example.
less than 0.5 percent of children apt allergic to
milk protein.
• Shooting
Candidate shoots, wounds opponent's wife in Fla.
MAITLAND, Fla. (AP) — A legislative Sheriff Don Enslinger said authorities
candidate who "wanted to win at all costs" believe Starks was the intended target.
fired five shots into his opponent's home, Kaplan "apparently wanted to win at all
wounding the man's wife, the sheriff says. costs," Enslinger said.
Eric Kaplan, the Democratic candidate Kaplan's attorney issued a statement say-
for a state House seat in suburban Orlando, ing Kaplan denied any involvement in the
was arrested Monday and charged with at- shooting.
tempted murder in the attack that wounded Mrs. Starks, 47, was shot through the
Indith Starks, the wife
 of Rep. calf early Cunrilly
 as she sat up in bezt,
Robert Starks. alarmed by the sound of gunfire. She was
Kaplan, 28, was jailed on $100,000 bail. treated at a hospital. Starks, an airline pilot.
He was also charged with aggravated bat- was away on the job at the time.
tery and firing into an occupied dwelling. A neighbor heard the shots and followed
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Five Stores to Serve You- 'We Buy Anything Worth Buying"
Wise Trading Company
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Off-Campus Student Senator
Tomorrow at the Union
(Student I.D.'s Required)
Kaplan's car to his apartment complex.
where police found a five-shot .38-caliber
rev ol er and a handwritten note with Starks'
address on it, said sheriff's spokesman
George Proechel.
In the car, deputies found a blanket rid-
dled with five bullet holes, authorities said.
They said the blanket apparently was used to
mffI tache gdn.
Starks. 46, said he was "amazed, bewil-
dered, flabbergasted" when police told him
they suspected Kaplan.
"Maybe he didn't think he could win,
mid he wanted to win so Dad," k said
Seminole County' elections oven isor
Sandra Gard said Kaplan•s aim will re-
main on the Nov. 3 ballot unless he or a
judge removes it. Kaplan, who works in his
father's real estate office, is makimg his first
bid for public office.
Mrs. Starks spoke with reporters Mon-
day while proppcd up in bed' with 
lows, 
 a bandage on her leg. "I really
believe that God protected me. It gives
me even greater confidence is his protec-
tion," she said.
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• Sarajevo getting colder, residents doubtful of chances
• Bosnian terrorists trade guns for badges
0 Bosnia
Bosnians uncertain
about surviving winter
SARAJEVO. Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP)
— ldro Babajic is a hunted man, cornered by
age and infirmity in a dank cubbyhole of a
school basement.
Grenades and ixkets stripped him of his
house and his belongings this spring. Now,
the retired firefighter fears the coming winter
will kill hint
More eertain even than the shells that fall
daily from the hills over the city. the cold and
snow that made Sarajevo the choice of the
Olympic movement in 1984 are returning.
Health officials say thousands may die
without heat or water in buildings of shattered
windows and bullet-pocked facades.
The chill in Babajic's 71-year-old bones
tell him he'll be dead by spring
Outdoors, the tete September air is still
soft, the sky is clear blue and the days warm.
But there's a nip in the air at night, the first
sign of winter.
Down a concrete school stairway that
smells faintly of unne and into an unlit base-
ment, the air is damper and more still.
The 1 1/2-by-4-y ard equipment room
Babajic has shared with his wife and 18-
year-old daughter since April is the end of
the line.
"It's cold new," Balr.jic•iold visitui s, hiS
blue eyes welling with tears and his voice
succumbing to sobs. "And it's going to get
colder and colder. I don't think I'm going to
survive the winter."
Babajic said hi: heart and stomach prob-
lems have been getting worse.
Barring a sudden end to Sarajevo's 1711S-
esv, there is no way out_ Even then, it may he
too late to patch all the holes and repair the
city's heating system.
The rain osnally
 starts about this time of
year and turns to snow . -) November, when
temperatures hover around freezing.
Government military commanders say the
winter will favor them in their fight against
Serb irregular forces who depend on armor
and heavy equipment.
But they acknowledge that the weather
will be a disaster for the civilians they are
protecting.
"If a flu epidemic oomes, thousands of
people could die.-
 said epidemiologist Sukr-
ija Ctlik. "The weak, the old — they will die
first — those who went into the war with some
kind of illness."
The situation is even worse for people in
the cxxintryside, many of whom have been
without medicine and medical care for six
months.
Apple Macintosh PowerBooic 14'
14a-a
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• Somalia
Former Somalia gunmen
training to be peacekeepers
BA1DOA. Sornhlia (AP) — Last
Salat Ali Omar was one of thousands of
gunmen terrorizing this city teeming with
starving refugees who scavenge for food.
Today, he is training to be a police officer.
The 25-year-old Omar and dozens of other
gunmen have been recruited, along with former
soldiers and policemen, for the security forces
being formed by supportrs of Somalia's main
warlord, Mohamed Farah Aidid
"What 1 was doing began to sadden
me." said Omar. "So I decided to join the
police force, to try to help settle the security
situation. '
Rif s-toting gunmen — some hee-lance
and sone part of clan-based militias — are the
de facto rulers of Baidoa, a city of more than
80,000 where 350 people are dying every day
from starvation and disease
But political backers of Aiaid say the days
of anarchy are numbered
-In two weeks, we will clean the town.-
said Abdi Warsami Isak, vice chairman of the
four-party Somali National Alliance headed
by Aidid
"First we will declare that nobody can
carry a gun in the town. After that, we will take
them by force," he said. "Our goal is to
to normality.
Similar programs will be carried out in
11 regions in southern Somalia that the alli-
ance controls, he said.
Aidid said earlier this month that he wants
to form a 6,000-strong police force and a
security force to wrest control from the gun-
men.
Isak admits it will be difficult to get the
gunmen to turn in their weapons. Many for-
eign relief workers and political observers
believe it will be impossible.
"Convincing the gunmen wil! be hard be-
-AMP they can't see any reason to give up their
guns for food or money and then become vic-
tims of those who keep their guns," said a U.N.
official, speaking on condition of anonymity.
In March 1991. she police chief in Baidha
decided to disarm gun-toting teen-agers but
stepped after 19 of his officers were killed.
Gunmen have since roamed the streets, looting
food destined for the poor, hungry and unarmed
Last week, 12 Somalis were killed and 45
wounded when two politically allied clans
fought over distribution of 50 tons of food
from the U.N. World Food Program, said
Rhodri Wynn-Pope of the humanitarian agen-
cy CARE, which was responsible for thecrhure the seihuity of the region and return it convoy that delivered it to Baidoa.
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ROTC debate renewed at UMaine
founied in 1362 under the Morrill Ad., which
stat..s that military tactics will be taught in at least
we
 college in the state. Military training began
di the university in 1869, in me form of the
-
Coburn Cadets," one year after the university
opened.
The Coburn Cadets were under che supervi-
sion of the university until 1916 and World War
L when the Department of Defense decided it
needed a greater supply of officers and made the
Cadets a training unit of A rmy ROTC and put
the unit under the control of the federal govern-
ment
Until 1963, participation in ROTC pro-
was mandatary to all first arid second year
male students by law: "Military tactics shall be
taught during some suitable part of each year to
all students and they shall be required to form
and maintain such habits of obedience and
subordination as may be useful to them..."
The ROTC debate started during the Viet-
nam War and resurfaced in 1980 when the Air
Force ROTC unit was established on campus.
The argument for and against a military pres-
ence on campus returned again in 1985 when the
Navy ROTC unit was created as a "elms-town"
unit of the Maine Maritime Academy in Castile.
Accohling to the university's Business and
Finance Office, ROTC has been a 'break-even"
operation.
In fiscal year 1991, the Department of De-
fense budget for ROTC students was about
5165.000. The sum of the E&G budgets for the
ROTC units for FY91 was nearly $62,000. with
the cost of maintenance and utilities for ROTC
spaces of $35,000, leasing a total cast to [Maine
for all three Rom unites of $97,000. For fiscal
year 1991, UMaine stood to make about $68,000
from having the ROTC tants on campus. Ac-
cording toChares Rauch, din!ctor of the 'Mame
Business and Finance Office, the figures haven't
changed much since then.
Michael Howard, associate professor ofphilosophy and faculty advisor to the MainePeace Action Committee, said earlier debates
over ROTC's presence on campus were widely
contested when both Air Force and Navy
ROTC cane to campus — even before gay
discrimination became an issue.
The major issues then, he said, were the
autonomy of ROTC' s professors in their cours-
es and the presence of a military organization
on campus.
Ihere's a double Aandaid the way we treat
RUH and the way we ucai °Merl. ograms and
departments on campus," Howard said, "wtth
respect to the autonomy of their teachers, with
respect to the autonomy of teachers in the selec-
tion of their textbooks and with respect tu cre-
dentials and hinng process.
"I think clearly the university is making an
exception in the case of die military and it's hard
to say why."
The contract between the university and
ROTC stipulates ROTC's course content, books
and professors are all chosen by the Secretary of
the Air Force.
Hc-.-..ard said that clause in the contract
creates a double standard within the university,
where all academic departn tents. except ROTC
programs. are subject to university hiring ixoce-
climes.
According to university records, the average
SAT score for Army ROTC scholarship stu-
dents in 1990 was 1,967, and the average for Air
Force scholarship student's was 1,223. The
average for the university total incoming class in
Far. 1990 was 990.
STEVEN
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Also, Business and Finance records uxticate
ROTC cadre pet-samd deliver almost 800 cred-
it hours a year in courses, translating to the
courses that would be taugnt by nvo average
faculty members. With an average compensa-
tion for assistant and associate professors of
$38,000, Business and Finance estimates
$75,000 of credit hours are delivered at UMaine
at no cast to the institution.
Howard also questioned dr appropriate-
mess of a rruhtary unit on campus.
"Ina kx of inversities, tf there's any kind of
ROTC program, it's not located on the univer-
sity campus," he said "On the grounds that
acaden tic life and military life operate by differ-
ent principles.
"In the military it's a hierarchy of command,
an institution where people should obey their
superiors." he said. -The university is an institu-
tion where people cone together to raise ques-
According to How ard, when the Council of
Colleges (Faculty Senate's predeceor) voted
on instituting the Navy ROTC program in 1985.
"a majority of the faculty voting opposed the
program, even though discrimination was not
then considered an issue."
Howard said the prugam was approved in
the Council "only because of the unanimous
support of administrators who then had voting
fights."
The ROTC issue resurfaced last year on two
University of Maine System campuses when
both the Otulio and Portland tackled the issue,
with two different results.
The University of Maine Faculty Senate
deliberated the ivaie last fall, which led to sign-
ing, along with over 50 other land and sea-erant
colleg, the National Association of State Uni-
versities and Und Grant Colleges' (NASUL-
(IC) resolution lobbying the Department of
Defense to change their policy of discrimina-
non.
Tina Passman, chair of the University Envi-
ronment Committee of Faculty Senate, said the
organization was told at the time "there was
basically nothing they could do."
"No one would dispute the fact that it's in
clear violation of the university's policy (but) in
terms of the local situation," she said, "the local
ROTC has to !lion to de D,..rtticrl of De-
Passinan said the University Environment
Committee and the Faculty Senate will con-
tinue to fight against ROTC's discriminntion
policy.
-The Faculty Senate is very much aware
and very strongly supportive of our university
(non-discrimination) policy in its entirety," she
said. "We're going to be doing our best."
Last spring, the UMaine Student Senate
also took action by passing a resolution to send
letters to the Maine Congressional delegation
iii ging support of a resoltution which would
instruct the Defense Department to rescind its
current policy.
A non-binding referendum was offered to
the UMaine undergachiate student body on
Nov. 19, 199: asking if the ROTC programs
should remain at UMaine. Eight-two percent
(680 students) voted in favor of retaining ROTC
arid 18 percent (145 students) voted to remove it
from campus.
The University of Southern Maine Faculty
Senate challenged the ROTC issue to a differ-
ent end last fall by voting it oil campus due
primarily to low en ml I mem Lccrimination
against gays.
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The Cami• Maine men's soccer
Sports Ticker Dyer's troops face in-state rival Thomas
• Magic Johnson returns to basketball
• Profile in Excellence: Ben Sirmans
• Tim Hopiey's Weekly Column
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Former University of Maine All-
American Jean-Yves Roy has been sent
down to Binghamton of the American
Hockey League by its parent club, the
New York Rangers. Roy passed up his
final year of eligibility at UMaine to ink
allicrative multi-year deal with the Rang-
ers. In his career at UMaine. Roy has a
school-record 108 goals to go with 95
assists in three seasons.
UMaine baseball coach John Winkin
announced Tuesday that Ron Hewes,
Bill Champi, and Chad White will be the
tri-captains of the 1992-93 Black Bear
squad.
Hewes and White are both Brewer
High School graduates and have played
key roles on the UMaine team in the past.
Hewes was the Black Bears #2 starting
pitchei last season, posting a 4-3 won-
lost record, while White battled .299
with 5 HR's, 37 RBI and 11 SB's.
Champ' is a transfer from Fordham
University, where he won the 1990 ECAC
Tournament MVP award as his Fordham
squad upset favored UMaine.
Air en's Tennis
continues tom!!
The 1, Maine women's tennis team
knocked off Salem State 9-0 over the
weekend, while losing 8-Ito Bowdoin.
But the squad, in boosting their season
record to 4-5, have won their most dual
meets since the 1979-80 season. Look
for a feature on the UMaine women's
tennis team in Friday's Maine Campus.
The University of Maine hockey team
Will open its season 12:01 a.m. Monday
morning with its traditional Midnight
Madness practice. The night will feature
a shootout between the highly-touted
newcomers and the veterans.
Head coach Shawn Walsh welcomes
hack 21 veterans along with the 14 new-
comers to his team which is ranked #2
nationally in the Sporting News preseason
poll.
The evening includes public skating
Sunday night, beginning at 11 p.m., along
with food and drink Prizes will be award-
ed to the loudest dorms and Greek orga-
nizations.
Senior captain Jim Montgomery leads
the veteran roster that includes standout
goalies Garth Snow and U.S. Olympian
Mike Dunham.
Tops among the newcomers is 1992
Canadian Junior Tier II Player of the
Year Paul Kari ya, along with twins Chris
and Peter Ferraro.
By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer
Don't ever accuse University of Maine
men's soccer coach Jim Dyer of being over
Lonfident. After coming off a weekend sweep
of conference foes Drexel and Delaware
Dyer isn't about to overlook an underdog
4111.1111MOMMIIMAINIIIIMILMV 
Thomas College squad.
"They've always been a difficult oppo-
nent," Dyer said. "I have tremendous re-
spect for coach(Joe) Evans. He does an
exceptional job of forming a game plan.so it
will be a good challenge for us."
Thomas will have to have a good game
plan to stop the Black Bears. UMaine will have
two of the top performers in the North Atlantic
Conference in Jake ()uimet (13 points) and
goalie Seb D'Appolonia, who pos.seses a
league-leading 0.69 goals against average.
The Black Bears are also ranked eighth
in the latest 1SAA New England Region
See THOMAS on page 22
UMaine's Mike Dunphy (#7), one of the fabulous first-year standouts for the Black Bears. (Lachowsky photo.)
• Profile in Excellence
Sirmans breaks out of the shadows
By Chris DeBeck
Volunteer Writer
For Ben Sirmans, patience has been the
most fitting word to describe his University
of Maine football career.
While Carl Smith and Paul Capriotti
have basked in the spotlight in the past.
Simians has quietly toiled in anonymity.
This year. however. Sirmans is the one
who leads the offense, who cames the load—
he has stepped out of the shadows and into
the spotlight. But to get there, Sirmans has
paid his dues.
Part of the dues included a very tough
decision last season. With Smith and Capri-
otti back to spearhead the Black Bear run-
ning attack, the coaching staff and Simians
huddled. A decision was made: Sirmans
would redshirt for the 1991 season and come
back in 1992.
"With Carl and Cap (Capriotti) coming
back, it would be unfair to everyone if I
didn't redshirt," Sirmans said. "Also, 1
would have been playing fullback, a block-
ing position, as opposed to what I had done
the two previous years."
The coaching staff agreed, stressing the
need for a feature back for the 1992 season.
"We needed someone to return for next
year to be the featured back, and Ben was
willing to redshirt for a good senior year,"
UMaine Coach Kirk Ferentz said.
Coaches say they are often concerned
about players' intensity in practice when
they knows they will not play in the games.
The concern was unwarranted in Sirmans'
case.
"Coach Feren.z and (running backs coach
Scott) Walker expected me to work hard and
take a leadership role, and for me not to
would be a waste of time and the universi-
ty's money," Sirmans said. " I wanted to
have a big season."
Both coaches praised Sirmans' work on
the field and in the weight room last season.
"Ben worked hard against the starters on
the scout team last season and made them
better." Ferentz said.
"Ben dedicated himself last season in
practice and in the weight room. He has
good work habits," Walker said.
Sec SIRMANS on page 23
• Column
Hop's Boston
sports beat
By Tim Hopley
Campus Columnist
Dearly beloved, we are
gathered here today to dis-
cuss the major bonehead-
edness of the Boston sports
scene.
My friends, Xavier McDaniel will not
win an NBA title for the Boston Celtics this
season.
Dmitri Kvartalnov won't bang home the
Stanley Cup-winning goal for the '92-93
Bruins, either.
larin Veris, the man from Stanford. had
the right idea. Veris and the Patriots were less
than $100,000 apart in their contract talks
(petty cash in this business) and couldn't get
the job done. So the seven-year veteran took
one look at the Patsies 0-3 record and headed
out to Montana. Joe Montana. that is.
None of this should come as a surprise.
Sec COLUMN on page 23
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• Yankee Conference Notebook
Bears ready for Spiders
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
A v. eek off in the middle of the season
can do one of two things to a football team.
On the positive side, it can revitalize a
team that is tired while giving the little
injuries that accumulate over the season the
time to heal. Or, negatively, it can cause a
team to focus on things other than football,
allowing complacency to set in.
University of Maine Coach Kirk Ferentz
will find out Saturday how his squad will
Yankee Conference Player of the Week
Rod Boothes of Richmond.
respond to an off-week when the Black Bear
(2-1 overall, 1-0 in the Yankee Conference)
gridders travel to Virginia to face the Rich-
mond Spiders (2-1,1-1).
"Open dates usually produce either a
very good or a very had comeback week,"
Ferentz said. "A team can either be flat or it
can return sharper than it was before. We
really won't know until we get out there."
The Black Bears better hope they are ready
to go (mm the beginning, because Richmond
can put points on the board in a hurry.
The Spider's offense, sparked by receiv-
er and YC Player of the Week Rod Boothes,
leads the Yankee Conference in total of-
fense with an average of 466 yards per
game. Ferentz realizes his defense must be
sharp on gameday.
"We need to play our best football.
especially defensively," Ferentz said. "We
can't stack up against the run or key on the
pass against them because they're so good at
both. We have to be s( und in our assign-
ments, and can't afford to heat ourselves."
Other notes from around the Yankee
Conference:
Coach Tubby Raymond's University
of Delaware (2-1. 2-0) squad ha(i a one heck
of a lousy week. First, on Friday starting
receiver Keith Malloy was kicked out of
school for disciplinary reasons. Then. the
Blue Hens lost their for the first irne this
season to West Chester University, 21-20
Saturday.. The University of Connecticut
(1-2, 1-0) became another victim of the run-
and-shoot of Northeastern, dropping a close
16-13 decision to their namesake :Iasi:lies.
UC',nn hosts Yale this week... Quarterback
Tom Colombo and his #6-ranked Villano-
va University (3-0. 1-0) teammates joined
UMaine in taking the week off. The 'Cats
will face Boston University at the Terriers
home field this week.. The Minutemen of
the University of Massachusetts (2-1, 1-1)
heat BU this week, thanks in large part to the
play of sophomore nose tackle Ben Albert.
For his brilliant play. Albert was named the
YC Defensive Player oi the Week for the
week ending Sept. 25.. Boston University
(0-3, 0-1) is the dissapointmern of tfr
ference so far. The Terriers need a tremen-
dous performance this week against Vil-
lanova if they are to havea chance of
winning. ..The University of New Hamp-
shire (2-2,0-2) has won two in a row, thanks
in large part to the reemergence of tailback
Barry Bourassa ... The University of Rhode
Island ( 1-2, 0-2) hope to the pick up a non-
cnoference win against Hofstra this week.
Catch Maine Men's soccer versus Thomas
College at 4 p.m. Wednesday at Alumni Field.
SUGARLOAF
SEASON PASS
Ski what you've been missing.
Last chance to only pay $250!
(nriffr ea% 4 's"
WO 0491w uu'IL)
$356 Betere 11-1 -92
1 rpet feUr pass at the Athletic Ticket Office, Arland Arena Hours are
Mow -Fri 8:30ani - 4:30pm
,oiti Only 9 Day's and Tour Pas,ft is Paid For:
UMaine Athlete of the Week
Seh D' A ppolonia is the University of
Maine Athlete of the Week
The junior Foalie for the I. Maine men's
soccer team helped guide the Black Bears
past two North Atlantic Conference rivals
this past weekend.
In the process, D'Appolonia posted his
third and fourth shutouts o;* the season, first
blanking Drexel 1-0 Saturday, then holding
Delaware scoreless in a 2-0 victory Sunday.
The Pittsburgh. Pa. native now has
nine shutouts in his three-year Black Bear
career. He leads NAC goalies in goals
Seb D'Appolonia
Junior
Goalie
Men's Soccer
against average at 0.69 after leading all
New England Division I goalies in the
same category last year.
D'Appolonia played for Coach Jim
Perry at at Pittsburgh's Fox Chapel High
School, where he tied the school's single-
season shutout record with 18 in 27 games.
Ed. Note: The liMaine Athlete of the
Week is selected by the sports staff of the
Maine Campus. Other fmalists incrktd4-..;
Jake Ouimet (men's soccer), Lesa
Densmore (field hockey) and Mike Dun-
phy (men's soccer).
Men's soccer from page 21
Soccer Poll and now stand at 4-1-1 and 3-1
in the NAC. The 3-1 league mark is the best
UMaine start since they finished 4-1, earn-
ing a share of the NAC title in 1988. Yet
Dye' admits —We have a lot left to do in the
NAC. With three league opponents left to
play we have to maintain our intensity and in
turn not overlook Thomas."
While Dyer is pleased with his team's
performance to date he says, "We are capa-
ble of more —we haven't reached our peak
yet. I'm happy with how we played offen-
sively, and our defense has done what is
necessary in five out of the six contest, but
we still have a ways to go as a team. The play
of our freshman has been a pleasant sur-
prise. But we need to play better in the
middle of the field, especially in our transi-
tion game."
The first-year players have been a big
part of the Black Bear's success. First-year
players have scored 10 of UMaine's 13
goals and compiled six of the 12 assists.
Oiurnet has six goals and one assist while
fellow striker Mike Dunphy has one goal
and three assist. Other first-year scorers are
Jared Morse with two goals, Paul Kelly with
one goal, and Connor Ward and Dan Noblet
each with an assist.
The Black Bears will have a tougher
road for the rest of the season. Both Hartford
and New Hampshire are played away from
home and should be the real test ot the NA('
(besides Boston University who UMaine
lost to 4-2) for this young team. Maine must
also entertain conference foe Vermont at
home which should also stand as a good test
for the Black Bears.
The Thomas match starts at 4 p.m on
Alunmi field.
Buy a Bike and :
get a Five V-Lock
(offer expires 10/17/92)
Rnca Pike
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
Hours: Mon 9-5 • Tues-Thurs 9-7 •
L
 Fri 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
 • closed on Sundlys
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Ben Sirmans
from page 21
Even with all the work, Sirmans was
bound to be a little rusty when practice
started this fall.
"Naturally, that was a concern, but I've
been pleased with his effort so far," Ferentz
said.
In the first three game, Sirmans has
rushed for 296 yards on 73 carries with
IDs, all of which put him among the Yankee
Conference leaders.
Walker said he attributes Sirmans' suc-
cess to his blocky stature and natural quick-
ness.
"Ben has quick feet and good speed,"
Walker said. "He also delivers quite a blow,
and is able to make guys miss. Finally, he
falls forward when he's hit."
But Sirmans, for all the notoriety he
receives, remains modest in his assessment
of the season to date.
"I'm my own player," Sirmans said. "Ido what I can to contribute to the team. Each
person has their own type of style."
Simians, always the man in the shadows
in the past, has stepped forth and accepted
his new role as a main part of the offense.
Although individual accolades are nice, there
is one goal Sirmans and his fellow seniors
say they want above all else.
"I was on the 1989 team that went to the
playoffs, but I didn't feel like I was that
much of a part of it. This year, this my
chance, a chance to say 'we did it.—
 Sirmans
said.
• Volleyball
Volleyball tbr
On Saturday, Delta Tau Delta provided
the means for 10 teams to battle it out over
a volleyball net. The second annual "1.1Maine
Open" charity volleyball tournament show-
cased two-on two volleyball.
This tournament, besides giving a few
guys an opportunity to show off their volley-
ball talents, was held to raise money for the
OronoNeazie school system's "Here's
looking At You 2000" program. The regis-
tration fee for each team went to the pro-
gram, which is used to increase self-aware-
ness about chemical dependency. The mon-
CV raised from the tournament will he uM
to furnish books and tapes for elementary
students in the Orono/Veazie area Jonathon
Johnson, Delta Tau Delta's public relations
chairman, said the local community "needs
as much help (financially) as anyone else."
"Since I've been PR man, I've tried to
stress community involvement," Johnson
said.
This is the ,:econd year Delta Tau Delta
has held the tournament, and it is expected to
remain an annual event.
They also are planning a charity basket-
ball tournament in the spring.
The competition began at 9 a.m. and
lasted into the afternoon it was a double
elimination tournament, and each team had
the opportunity to redeem itself after losing
once.
When things settled down on the sand
court, the duo of Mike Libby and Tim Ma-
dore were the champions. They edged out
Tim O'Wril and Forest Bell 15-6 in the final
game o'Wri! and Be!! had already lost
once before coming back and making a run
at the championship.
The champs, Libby and M a.dore, received
$100 and two volleyballs supplied by Olym-
pia Sports.
As runners-up, O'Wril and Bell were
given a dinner at Jasmine's. The third place
finishers were awarded with two large piz-
zas from Pat's Pizza.
How about that
Bill Patrick?
Queen
Latifah
at
Bowdoin
10/2/92
8:30pm
Paula
Poundsto
at Colby
10/9/92
Auk 
*30Pril
TICKETS NOW
at the Docs
Dr. Record's • 20 slain ( )rono • 866-7874
' 
any Large Pizza
two or more toppings
at the Old Town Howe of PizzaRestaurante
827-6144
This maprn Rot. 4 *word ''orenve &yrs
Wrorn fit Toir tor-Fla Vows"
Hopley column from page 21
however. When was the last time a local pro
team gave us a trade of an off-season to
remember? Danny Aiege and Brad "Fifi"
Lohaus for Ed Pinckney and Joe Kleine?
That doesn't get it done. Garry Galley for
Ciord Murphy? Uh-uh. Maybe softy Craig
Janney for Adam Oates. Both teams really
got what they needed there.
So that leaves us with the Patriots. Now.
we all know what there off-seasons have
been like. It's either been Irving Ftyar ar-
rested here. oi Irving Fryar arrested there.
Blah, hlah, blah, blab. Kind of sounds like
Charlie Brown's teacher.
Take a good look at what our Boston
team's rivals have done while Celts, B's and
Pats have stood "pat.-
* The New York Knicks traded for
Charles Smith, Dec Rivers, Bo Kimble
(who won't even make the team), and scor-
ers Rolando Blackman. Tony Campbell,
and rookie shooter Hubert Davis. Mix in
Patrick Ewing, Charles Oakley and the rest
of the Knick vets, and you can forget about
the Celtics in the Atlantic Division this
season.
The Montreal Canadieres Seriously.
would you trade Patrick Roy for Andy Moog?
Not if you're Montreal. What about Mat-
thieu Schneider and Eric Desjardins for Ray
Bourque? Probably not, since both Schnei-
der and Desjardins are 23, and Bourque,
w'aom without the B's have nothing, is near-
ing retirement. The Neu, blanc et rouge are
young and still on top, while the Bruins are
long in the tooth.
*The Ratak% Rills owl the mi.mi Dol-
phins You saw what the Bills did to the Pats
Sunday. Bruce Smith and the Buffalo de-
fense effectively rested that case. But what
about Miami? Monday, they signed former
Philadelphia Eagle All-Pro tight end Keith
Jackson to a four-year deal_ Meanwhile, the
hest the locals could do is journeyman Walter
Stanley Walter who?
And I can't even begin on the Red Sox
Lou Gorman promised us a major trade
earlier in the season, and the hest he could do
was Tom Bolton for Billy Hatcher. He must
have got a hold of a had eclair or something.
Then he had an opportunity to get Jose
Canseco from the A's for Torn Brunansk!,.,
Greg Harris and Frank Viola, but Gorman
turned it down.
Anyway, now you know the sports scoop
from the real world. Don't let anyone tell
you any different, and if they do, Smart
Davis is the one responsible.
* 
•
With so much free time on my hands, 1
had the chance to sit down and compile an
All-Hockey East baseball team. See what
you think. (F.•ofessional names in parenthe-
sis).
Around the horn in the infield would he
Scott Balboni, Providence 1B (Steve), Jas-
on Kelly, Noitheastern 2B (Pat), Bob Bell.
Providence SS (Jay) and Brian Jefferies.
Providence 3B (Gregg).
In the outfield is Chris Davis, Merri-
mack OF (Chili), Craig Gwinn, UMaine OF
(Tony (iwynn), and Cory Cash, UNH OF
(ex-Tiger Norm) Jim Montgomery, 1.1Maine
C (Bob) would be our backstop, while Jon
Jenkins, Boston University P (Fergie) and
Ted Russell, UNH RP (Jeff) would handle
the pitching chores. And of course, the man-
ager would be UMaine's Mart Martin (Bil-
ly).
Tim Horde); is a sportswriter for the
Porsmouth (N.H.) Herald who has way too
much free time.
1.•11••••111111•Mk.
GIST3 !DRIVING
SCHOOL
If you have a Maine Drivers Permit and would like further driver's
Instruction, a pre-road lest or use of a vehicle for a road test call and
leave a message 862-2700 or 862-3029
Save at
Old Town House of Pizza Restaurante
lown Plaza • lstext to Yki(_,A util tor Faster Delivery • 827.6144 • lax 82;464b
("Our pizza dough recipe originated MO sears an in
Northern Greece. Our sauce is made from scratch-
its spices horn the fields ot Californed and the mountains
of Greece. Turkey, and Italy Topped hs a hlend ot three
different cheeses and cooked in real brick ovens, there is
..twit a finer pizza in the prea
Under New Management-
service & qualitv guaranteed
 
 r —
BUDGET SPECIAL BUDGET SPECIAL
Ott 2 Small Pizzas TA one topping each
I 827-6144
.IL
WW slaw a mr. maim wor.
31 the Old Town How it Pizza Restarirantt
ilap rn•st Iprowroord vg.rvmor Arra-rom
Cow rreorn prr rsorwer 64•Pn
 ono 
•
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• Pro basketball
Magic returns to Lakers
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — Unable toleave the game he loves cven to fight for hislife, Magic Jahnson returned to pro basketballTuesday.
Less than a year after retinng because hehad contracted the AIDS virus, Johnson an-
nounced that he will play again this season forthe Los Angeles Lakers and said it was only
natural.
"That court is where I belong, no matter
what happens," Johnson said, speaking in the
same room where his bade his sad, shockinggoodbye last Nov. 7.
"I'm playing again: he beamed.
"Yeaaaa. F1la1.1y."
Johnson probably won't play hill time.
apd he'll be checked and ,:iouble-checked by.doctors who admit they don't know just whatthe grind of professional basketball will do to
a man with Johnson's medical condition.
He'll he hack weanng No. 32, flashingthat bi smile and playing the game as onlyMagic can.
"It's time to go back to work, it's time tohave some fun." Johnson said. "I think thepositives outweigh all the ris1u.. That's not
saying there are no risks, because life itself a
risk. But being out them. I won't be worried
about that. If I was concerned about that, I'd
stil/ be retired."
The mood this time was decidedly differ-
ent from that retirement announcement 327days ago,
"This is a lot more relaxed . better," said
Johnson. "It was much tougher then because
I was having to say goodbye"
Since Johnson announced his retirement,
them had been a steady stream of speculation
and controversy about his future. mixed withhis triumphant appearances in the NBA All-
Star Game in February and the Olympics this
su:nmer. It was that success and the lack of
additional medical problems that convinced
Johnson to return.
"The true test for me was playing against
the players in practice 04 I the Olympic team
and watching as I was just getting better andbetter. playing hard against them every day.-,
going at it like it was a regular game," John-
s-in said. "Also. getting ha( k here. putting on
15 pounds. playing every day , as we did this
morning with the guys at t TCLA
• Major League Baseball
Blue Jays, Brewers down
to the wire in. AL East
By Anthony Shadid
Associated Press Writer
Entering the final week of the season the
first-place Toronto Blue Jays have a 2 1/2-
game lead over the pesky Milwaukee Brew-
ers. The B lue Jay • s magic number tor clinch-
ing the AL East is four.
Mihiukee has six road games remain-
ing, Toronto five home games.
"Our chances are excellent because of
the way, we're playing," Brewers first-year
manager Phil Garner said. "When you're
playing outstanding ball, you can't be dis-
couraged.•'
Excellent, too. because of the wav the
Blue Jays have played in the past.
In 1987, Toronto lost its last seven games.including the final three to Detroit, allowing
the Tigers to win the division by two games.
In 1985. Toronto led the Kansas City
Royals three games to one, then lost the next
three, including the last two in Toronto.
In 1989 and last year. the Blues Jays
were heat 4-1 in playoff series, first by theOakland Athletics, then by the MinnesotaTwins.
"No one's resting easy in Toronto, I cantell you that," said David Cone, who was
obtained by Toronto in a late
-season tradefrom the New York N1ets.
The Brewers swept the A's on Sunday.
extending their win streak to six. The teamhas a 19-6 record in September. the best inbaseball.
Elie Brewers finish their last six games
on the road at Seattle and Oakland. whileToronto ends its seAson at home againstBoston and Detroit.
"We're just thinking about ourselves,"
said Blue Jays veteran pitcher Jack Morris.
"We can't help what Milwaukee's doing.
It's exciting. But if we can do our job. wedon't have to worry about anyone else"
If Toronto wins three.. Milwaukee wouldhave to go undefeated to tie. That wouldforce a one-game playoff next Monday atthe SkyDome.
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Maine eampus classifieds Stop by thtb* basement- of Lotd
Mil for your classlued ad.
help wanted
...—...._
Wanted: Responsible persons to
become phonathon associates.
Excellent pay, on campus,
telemarketing experience helpful,
not necessary will train right
individuals. Workstudy and non-
workstudy positions. Apply now at
Crossland Alumni Center.
1
!
.
,....$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T--
shirts and make $252.50. No
financial obligation. A Risk Free
program. Avg. sales Time=4-6
hours. Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/Larger quantities avail. Call
1-800-733-3265.
TICKETS wanted to see
Garth Brooks. Will pay top S. Call
x7205. Any info about getting
tickets greatly appreciated.
**Rush Kappa Sigma**
**Rush Kappa Sigma**
**Rush Kappa Sigma**
**Rush Kappa Sigma**
**Rush Kappa Sigma**
roommates
STOLEN: Uniden radar detector 9/
24 outside lib. between 6&8 pm
Any into. Ray 947-2471. Reward
offered.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
fisheries. Earn $600+/week in cannenes
or $4,000+/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Rocini &Board! Male or
femaie. Get a head start on next
summer! For employment program call
1-2A- 545-4155 ext. 45067
rnts4 cellaneous
Liiiiii...------.....a...,
Men wanted personal growth
group to begin Oct 146-8 pm
Orono $20/per session 10 sessions
call 866-4717 Don "GROWTH
. ._. _
Jlost 6"?..*' founki
Room w/house privileges, Old
Town. S220+phone, $150 sec
dep. Call 827-3694
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal
Skiing and whitewater rafting
also available. Call Collect
(514)861-3335.F. Roommate wanted-mak non-
smoker. $185/mo util included. 5
min walk to campus. 866-7064.
$252.50 sell 50 funny, college T-
shirts & make $252.50. No finan-
cial obligation. A i-isk free program.
Avg. sales time 4-6 hours. Choose
from 18 designs. For more info.
cal! free 1-800-733-3265.
FOUND: Brass pendant in the
shape of the sun. Found outside
the library 9/20. Call x6829.
Looking for two roommates to
share house in Old Town starting
ASAP $220 includes all but phone
call early before 9 am or after 10
827-3694
4.4-Pil rt. Ill nts
h- .. ._. .. ... __._.
ORONO turritshea 1 bedroom pius
storage Main Rd, S300/mo plus heat
Sec/Dep. References. Call 8665518
LSAT-SMAT • M CAT-G RE
KAPLAN
The answer to the test question
1-800-KAP-TEST
FOUND: Gold bracelet outsidelibrary Sunday 27th. Call x6687.
FOUND: Ellsworth High School
ring Inscription of Kerry Shea nearStewart Commons Call x1796
Campus Reps Wanted Heatwave
Vacations Spring Break 1993 The
best rates and the biggest commis-
sions for more information, call
800-395-WAVE
ADOPTION. Loving couple wish to
share our lives with a newborn.
Call Joyce/Jerry' 1-800-831-0187.
LOST: Gold bracelet vv/inscription
w/Ana Lucia lost 9/24 581-6302
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experi-
ence, replace zippers, hemming,
etc, Will pick up + deliver. C.„;1
Jeanne 827-5115
LOST: Grey Reebok gym bag
Memorial Gym. Reward. 866-
7035
BE A SPRING BREAK REP! Earn
1-REE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona,
& Jamaica from $159 Call Take A
Break Student Travel today. (800)
32-TRAVEL
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE.$660/MO AVAILABLE JANUARY 1,
1993 W/D hookup Luxury 2 BR
Townhome. Incl heat, water, sewer,
No Pets. Sec. Dep. One year ;ease
Close to campus. Call 945-6955
Gorgeous male and female exotic
dancers for birthdays special
occasions & parties call Exotica
947-4406.
LOST: Black pin w/ivory flower.
Approx. 1%1". Family keepsake.
Please call 866-7650 or
S 1-2605
personals
Threthre! •iell the most reliable spring AFS Returnees, your are wanted for
local AF5 tunctions If at all inter-
ested leave message at 866-4794
break packages! Jamal:a Cal-wain,
Bahamas, Florida! Best commissions/
service' Call 1-800-426-7710 STILLWATER-S BR 2 bath
townhouse, heat, water, & sewer
t nc luded S800/rho. For details &
application call Jane, PI Realty
Management 942-4815.
Used Mt bile Bridgestone MB6 best
entry level Mt bike on market good
cond extras added $250 call x4158
Sweetheart- ihopc ,,-„ t.•-,,-) ,,r
new TV. I love you -Guess who!
Figure Skating Instructors
wanted Cali Betty at 581-1103 
SS: I think ifs time we get that charnrion
wresting again CA me -Madonna.
Dog boarding $4.00 day at
Wilderland Kennels in Milford.
827-6202 9a m.-5.30p m
Attractive male and female
wanted for exotic dancing serious
inquiries only Exotica 947-4406
EAST CORINTH, spacious, can,
bedroom apartment. Main Road,$325 + hell Securitv 989--4068
Hey Conaghar- Thanks for the
f e- , -
